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The power demand of many mobile working machines such as mineloaders, straddle car-
riers and harvesters varies significantly during operation, and typically, the average power
demand of a working machine is considerably lower than the demand for maximum power.
Consequently, for most of the time, the diesel engine of a working machine operates at a poor
efficiency far from its optimum efficiency range. However, the energy efficiency of diesel-
driven working machines can be improved by electric hybridization. This way, the diesel
engine can be dimensioned to operate within its optimum efficiency range, and the electric
drive with its energy storages responds to changes in machine loading. A hybrid working
machine can be implemented in many ways either as a parallel hybrid, a series hybrid or a
combination of these two. The energy efficiency of hybrid working machines can be further
enhanced by energy recovery and reuse.

This doctoral thesis introduces the component models required in the simulation model of a
working machine. Component efficiency maps are applied to the modelling; the efficiency
maps for electrical machines are determined analytically in the whole torque–rotational speed
plane based on the electrical machine parameters. Furthermore, the thesis provides simulation
models for parallel, series and parallel-series hybrid working machines. With these simula-
tion models, the energy consumption of the working machine can be analysed. In addition,
the hybridization process is introduced and described.

The thesis provides a case example of the hybridization and dimensioning process of a work-
ing machine, starting from the work cycle of the machine. Theselection and dimensioning of



the hybrid system have a significant impact on the energy consumption of a hybrid working
machine. The thesis compares the energy consumption of a working machine implemented
by three different hybrid systems (parallel, series and parallel-series) and with different com-
ponent dimensions. The payback time of a hybrid working machine and the energy storage
lifetime are also estimated in the study.

Keywords: diesel-electric hybridization, energy efficiency, mobile working machine
UDC 621.313:621.3.017:621.436:620.97:629
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations

Roman letters

A surface
[

m2
]

Af front cross-sectional area
[

m2
]

a acceleration
[

m/s2
]

B friction coefficient of rotation[Js], magnetic flux density
[

Vs/m2
]

C capacitance[As/V], specific heat capacity[J/kgK]

Cd air drag coefficient [-]

Csc capacitance of the supercapacitor[As/V]

D diameter[m]

DOD depth of discharge [%]

Ds stator inner diameter[m]

Dse stator outer diameter[m]

~em, em magnetizing electromotive force (vector, absolute value)[V]

~ePM, ePM no-load voltage (vector, absolute value)[V]

~es, es stator electromotive force (vector, absolute value)[V]

E energy[J]

Ees energy storage capacity[kWh]

Eoff IGBT turn-off energy[J]

Eon IGBT turn-on energy[J]

Err diode turn-off energy[J]

Esc supercapacitor energy[J]
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Fair air drag[N]

Fbrake brake force[N]

Feq equivalent force[N]

Fres friction force[N]

Froll rolling force[N]

Fslope force caused by the inclination of the road[N]

Fwheel force caused by the wheel moment of inertia[N]

f frequency[Hz]

fn nominal frequency[Hz]

fsw switching frequency[Hz]

G gear [-]

g gravitation constant
[

m/s2
]

H magnetic field strength[A/m], difference in prices [e]

I current[A]

In nominal current[A]

idc DC current[A]

iem electrical machine current[A]

ies energy storage current[A]

idiff final drive fixed gear ratio [-]

iFe iron loss current[A]

iFed direct-axis iron loss current[A]

iFeq quadrature-axis iron loss current[A]

~im, im magnetizing current (vector, absolute value)[A]

~imd, imd direct-axis magnetizing current (vector, absolute value)[A]

~imq, imq quadrature-axis magnetizing current (vector, absolute value) [A]

~ir, ir rotor current (vector, absolute value)[A]

ird direct-axis rotor current[A]

irq quadrature-axis rotor current[A]

~is, is stator current (vector, absolute value)[A]

isc supercapacitor current[A]

~isd, isd direct-axis stator current (vector, absolute value)[A]
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~isq, isq quadrature-axis stator current (vector, absolute value)[A]

itrans gear ratio [-]

J moment of inertia
[

kgm2
]

j imaginary unit

~j imaginary unit vector

K capacity factor
[

1/s
√

Nm
]

k rolling friction coefficient [-], interest rate [-]

kf friction loss coefficient[W]

kw windage loss coefficient
[

Ws2
]

L inductance[Vs/A]

Lm magnetizing inductance[Vs/A]

Lmd direct-axis magnetizing inductance[Vs/A]

Lmq quadrature-axis magnetizing inductance[Vs/A]

Lr rotor inductance[Vs/A]

Lrσ rotor leakage inductance[Vs/A]

Ls stator inductance[Vs/A]

Lsc series inductance of the supercapacitor[Vs/A]

Lsd stator direct-axis inductance[Vs/A]

Lsq stator quadrature-axis inductance[Vs/A]

Lsσ stator leakage inductance[Vs/A]

l length[m]

lc core length[m]

M modulation index [-]

m mass[kg]

mveh mass of the vehicle[kg]

mwheel mass of the wheel[kg]

N hold time [a]

Ns number of series-connected cells [-]

Np number of parallel-connected cells [-]

NPV net present value [e]

n rotational speed [rpm]
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nd diesel engine rotational speed [rpm]

nn nominal rotational speed [rpm]

P power[W]

Padd additional losses[W]

Pcond conduction losses[W]

Pcond,D diode conduction losses[W]

Pcond,IGBT IGBT conduction losses[W]

PCu,r rotor copper losses[W]

PCu,s stator copper losses[W]

Pd power of the diesel engine[W]

Pes power capacity of the energy storage[W]

PFe iron losses[W]

Pinv,loss inverter losses[W]

Pload load power[W]

Pmec mechanical losses[W]

Pn nominal power[W]

PSOC SoC-dependent power reference[W]

Psw switching losses[W]

Psw,D diode switching losses[W]

Psw,IGBT IGBT switching losses[W]

p number of pole pairs [-]

PB payback time[a]

Q charge[As]

R resistance[V/A]

Rcharge battery resistance[V/A]

RCE on-state resistance of the IGBT[V/A]

RD on-state resistance of the diode[V/A]

Rdischarge battery resistance[V/A]

RESR,sc equivalent series resistor of the supercapacitor[V/A]

RFe iron loss resistance[V/A]

Rp parallel resistor of the supercapacitor[V/A]
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Rr rotor resistance[V/A]

Rs stator resistance[V/A]

RT torque ratio [-]

rwheel radius of the tyre[m]

rwheel,eff effective radius of the tyre[m]

SA annual saving [e]

SOC state of charge [-]

s slip [-], distance[m]

Tamb ambient temperature[◦C]

Tcore temperature of the battery surface[◦C]

Td torque of the diesel engine[Nm]

Tdiff output torque of the final drive[Nm]

Tem electric torque[Nm]

Tload load torque[Nm]

Tn nominal torque[Nm]

TSOC SoC-dependent torque reference[Nm]

Ttc torque of the torque converter[Nm]

Ttrans output torque of the gearbox[Nm]

t time [s]

UCE0 threshold voltage of the IGBT[V]

UD threshold voltage of the diode[V]

Un nominal voltage[V]

udc DC voltage[V]

ues energy storage voltage[V]

uinv inverter voltage[V]

umd direct-axis magnetizing voltage[V]

umq quadrature-axis magnetizing voltage[V]

uOC open-circuit voltage[V]

~ur, ur rotor voltage (vector, absolute value)[V]

urd direct-axis rotor voltage[V]

urq quadrature-axis rotor voltage[V]
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~us, us stator voltage (vector, absolute value)[V]

usc terminal voltage of the supercapacitor[V]

usd direct-axis stator voltage[V]

usq quadrature-axis stator voltage[V]

vveh vehicle speed[m/s]

Greek Letters

α angular acceleration
[

rad/s2
]

, convection coefficient
[

W/Km2
]

β surface inclination angle [rad]

γ angle of the magnetizing current[rad]

δ load angle[rad]

ηed electric drive efficiency [-]

ηem electrical machine efficiency [-]

ηd diesel engine efficiency [-]

ηdiff final drive efficiency [-]

ηinv inverter efficiency [-]

ηtc torque converter efficiency [-]

ηtrans gearbox efficiency [-]

µr relative permeability [-]

ρ air density
[

kg/m3
]

~ψm, ψm magnetizing flux linkage, air-gap flux linkage, (vector, absolute value),[Vs]

ψmd direct-axis magnetizing flux linkage[Vs]

ψmq quadrature-axis magnetizing flux linkage[Vs]

~ψPM, ψPM permanent magnet flux linkage (vector, absolute value)[Vs]

~ψr, ψr rotor flux linkage, (vector, absolute value)[Vs]

ψrd direct-axis rotor flux linkage[Vs]

ψrq quadrature-axis rotor flux linkage[Vs]

~ψs, ψs stator flux linkage, (vector, absolute value)[Vs]

ψsd direct-axis stator flux linkage[Vs]
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ψsq quadrature-axis stator flux linkage[Vs]

~ψδ, ψδ air-gap flux linkage, (vector, absolute value)[Vs]

τem electrical machine time constant[s]

τd diesel engine time constant[s]

φ phase angle[rad]

Ω mechanical angular velocity[rad/s]

Ωd mechanical angular velocity of the diesel engine[rad/s]

Ωdiff mechanical angular velocity of the final drive[rad/s]

Ωem mechanical angular velocity of the electrical machine[rad/s]

Ωrel relative angular velocity[rad/s]

Ωtc mechanical angular velocity of the torque converter[rad/s]

Ωtrans mechanical angular velocity of the transmission[rad/s]

ω angular frequency[rad/s]

ωs stator angular frequency[rad/s]

ωr rotor angular frequency[rad/s]

Acronyms

CO carbon monoxide

CO2 carbon dioxide

DC direct current

DoD depth of discharge

DPF diesel particulate filter

EGR exhaust gas recirculation

EMR energetic macroscopic representation

EPA Environment Protection Agency

EU European Union

HC hydrocarbon

IGBT insulated gate bipolar transistor

IM induction machine
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LiTi lithium titanate

LPF low-pass filter

LS load sensing

NEDC New European Driving Cycle

NiMH nickel-metal hydride

NOx nitrogen oxide

NPV net present value

PM particulate matter

PMSM permanent magnet synchronous machine

RMS root mean square

RTG rubber-tyred gantry

SCR selective catalytic reduction

SoC state of charge
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Mobile working machines such as mine loaders, straddle carriers, load tractors, cranes, har-
vesters and log or container staggers are widely used all around the world. Consequently,
the energy consumed and emissions caused by mobile working machines are significant.
For these reasons, tightening emissions regulations and standards, increasing oil prices and
thereby increasing variable costs have aroused increasinginterest in electric hybridization
of mobile working machines. The target of hybridization by applying electrical engineering
solutions in mobile machines is to achieve a significant, at least 20% and, in some cases,
even up to 50% reduction in the energy consumption and emissions. In the context of mobile
applications, several terms are used to refer to mobile working machines, such as off-road
machines, non-road machines or off-road machinery. In thiswork, however, the term ’mobile
working machine’ will be mainly used.

1.1 Motivation of hybridization

There are two main motivations to hybridize a mobile workingmachine. The first one is the
need to decrease the fuel consumption, while the second one arises from the tightening emis-
sions regulations and standards that demand improvements in the machines in order to reduce
the environmental stress. To this end, the load cycles (workcycles) of a mobile working ma-
chine are often such that hybridization provides significant fuel consumption savings. In the
optimal hybrid machine case, with energy recovery, a significantly smaller diesel engine can
be selected, and therefore, the engine can operate in its best efficiency range.

However, the emissions regulations sometimes lead to an engine design that provides a re-
duced energy efficiency and dynamic performance of an engine. Nevertheless, with a hybrid
system, it is possible to reduce the energy consumption eventhough the diesel performance
is degraded.
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1.2 Emissions regulations

The increasing concern about the adverse effects resultingfrom the use of fossil fuels and the
possible climate warming have resulted in more stringent emissions regulations and standards
for diesel engines. The regulations concerning working machine diesels are tightened up
after the redefinition of the standards for the car engine emissions. Consequently, the new
regulations have an impact on most of the working machines because they are normally diesel
powered.

The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the European Union (EU) have emis-
sion standards of their own with similar regulations but different effective dates. Thus far, the
emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) are not regulated, but the norms concern the emissions
of carbon monoxide (CO), particles (PM), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and hydrocarbons (HC).
Table 1.1 describes the EPA Tier 4 Interim and Tier 4 Final emission levels and effective
dates, while Table 1.2 gives the corresponding values for the EU Stage IIIB and Stage IV for
diesels of different sizes [1].

Table 1.1: EPA non-road diesel engine emission standard; CO / PM / (NOx + HC) or CO / PM /NOx

/ HC [g/kWh] [1].

Engine
Power [kW]

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

8 ≤ Pd < 19 6.6/0.4/7.5

19 ≤ Pd < 37 5.5/0.3/7.5 5.5/0.03/4.7

37 ≤ Pd < 56 5.0/0.3/4.7 5.0/0.03/4.7

56 ≤ Pd < 130 5.0/0.02/0.19/3.4 5.0/0.02/0.19/0.40

130 ≤ Pd < 560 3.5/0.02/0.19/2 3.5/0.02/0.19/0.40

EPA Tier 4 Interim and EPA Tier 4 Final

Table 1.2: EU non-road diesel engine emission standard; CO / PM / (NOx + HC) or CO / PM /NOx

/ HC [g/kWh] [1].

Engine
Power [kW]

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

19 ≤ Pd < 37 5.5/0.6/7.5

37 ≤ Pd < 56 5.0/0.025/4.7

56 ≤ Pd < 130 5.0/0.025/0.19/3.3 5.0/0.025/0.19/0.4

130 ≤ Pd < 560 3.5/0.025/0.19/2.0 3.5/0.025/0.19/0.4

EU Stage IIIA , EU Stage IIIB and EU Stage IV
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Because of the new emissions regulations and standards, thePM, NOx and HC emissions
must be significantly reduced from the present level. Figure1.1 presents the combinedNOx

and HC emissions in grams per kWh according to different Tier classification levels. The
combinedNOx and HC emissions have to be decreased in diesel engines having power more
than 225 kW, while the emission standards are tightened by more than 90% from the Tier 2
level. CO emissions, however, will not change essentially compared with the present values.
In present-day mobile machines, engines with more than 130 kW power are normally used.
The new emission standards (EPA Tier 4 Final and EU Stage IV) for them will become
effective at the beginning of 2014.
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2011

Tier 4 Final
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Fig. 1.1: Combined maximum allowable emission levels for 225 kW diesel engines according to different
Tier levels [1].

The tightening regulations on CO, HC,NOx and particle emissions of diesel engines in work-
ing machines have brought new challenges for the engine manufacturers. One of the major
challenges in developing the engines further is to simultaneously limit both theNOx and PM
emissions still keeping the fuel consumption as low as possible [2].

The control of a diesel engine significantly affects the emissions and the fuel consumption.
The timing of the fuel injection has a significant impact on the diesel emissions and effi-
ciency. Early injection increases the combustion temperature, which reduces the fuel con-
sumption and PM emissions but increases the generation ofNOx emissions. Considering
the NOx emissions, it is preferable to inject the fuel later, but then, the efficiency of the
engine will suffer [3]. The dependency ofNOx and PM emissions can be reduced only by
post-processing of the exhaust fumes.
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Working machine engine manufacturers have developed post-processing systems for exhaust
fumes. For instance, Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR), Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) and
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) are used [4].

The EGR and SCR systems reduce dieselNOx emissions [5]. In the EGR system, part of
the exhaust fumes are recirculated through an EGR valve to anEGR cooler, from which the
fumes are mixed to the inlet air. The cool intake air mixed with the exhaust fumes reduces
the oxygen content of the intake air, which decreases the combustion temperature and results
in a lowerNOx level. However, application of the EGR system increases fuel consumption,
as the lower oxygen content in the combustion chamber degrades the efficiency [6], [7].

With the SCR system, theNOx emissions are cut down by using a reduction substance. In the
system, urea is used as the substance that is sprayed into theexhaust fumes. After spraying,
the fumes travel to an SCR catalyzer, and the harmful nitrogen oxides are converted into
nitrogen and water [8]. In the SCR system,NOx emissions are reduced outside the engine
combustion process, and thus, the combustion process and the fuel injection can be optimized,
which again cuts down fuel consumption [9].

The function of the DPF is to collect particles and burn them in a high temperature to ashes.
After the catalyzer, the soot particles travel to the DPF filter and are collected on its walls.
When enough particles have been collected, the particles will be burnt [10]. The PM emis-
sions can also be reduced by using different biofuels [11].

Unfortunately, reducing the amount of emissions by post-processing systems may increase
the fuel consumption and limits the opportunities to improve the energy efficiency of diesel
drives [7]. The emissions control system may also reduce theresponse of a diesel engine [12].
The manufacturers aim at achieving the emission standard levels; however, it is impossible to
remove all emissions, and therefore, it is important to analyse the whole system powered by
the diesel. The power chain of a working machine has to be studied as an entity.

By improving the energy efficiencies of individual components, it is possible to reduce the
power loss of a working machine and to save fuel. At the same time, pollution is reduced
when a certain task needs less fuel. Completely new system options must also be considered,
especially, if the working machine cycle provides opportunities for recovering potential en-
ergy for further use. Mobile machine manufacturers are becoming increasingly interested in
hybridization of their machines. Hybridization can resultin reduced emissions because it is
possible to run a diesel engine in its optimum range while thefuel consumption and emissions
are reduced and the post-processing of exhaust fumes is easier.

Despite hybridization and significantly reduced fuel consumption, the diesel engine still has
to meet the emission standards. Thanks to hybridization, a lower-power diesel engine can be
used, and furthermore, the emissions regulations are not asstrict with small engines as they
are with higher-power diesels. That is why hybridization makes it easier to meet the emission
standards.
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1.3 Improving the energy efficiency of a mobile working
machine

In mobile machines, work actions that require high forces, and in some cases, also the traction
are implemented by hydraulics. Because of a high power density, the use of hydraulics is a
key factor in mobile working machines [13]. Both the component and system designs affect
the efficiency of a hydraulic system. The efficiencies of hydraulic components such as pumps,
motors, hoses and valves have an impact on the efficiency of the hydraulic systems, but it is
also important to consider how these components are combined to meet the load demands.
Thus, the hydraulic circuit design is a very important element in mobile machine efficiency
considerations [14].

In mobile machines, the hydraulics control is normally implemented by a load sensing (LS)
system. A load sensing system is based on controlling a actuator by load-sensing hydraulic
directional valves. The highest load sets the demand for thepump flow control [15]. The
pump pressure is also determined by the highest pressure needed, and the volume flow is
determined by the combined flow of the actuators [16]. If one of the actuators requires a high
pressure and a small flow, and the other vice versa, the lossesin the system become large. In
most present-day machines there is no option for energy recovery because the pumps do not
allow working as motors in different rotational directions. Therefore, lowering of the loads
is carried out by proportional valves, which convert the system potential energy into heat
thereby degrading the system energy efficiency.

When designing an energy efficient working machine, the hydraulic components should be
replaced by ones allowing regenerative braking or lowering. The recovered energy must also
be converted into useful energy in a suitable storage. In thecase of electrical drives, the
mechanical energy can be converted into electricity and stored in an electric energy storage.
The hydraulic machines must be replaced by types capable of operating in two quadrants.
The energy efficiency can be enhanced by improving the hydraulic systems. Pump control
is an energy efficient way to control the positions of hydraulic cylinders (Fig. 1.2). The
pump control means that the actuator is controlled directlyby the flow of the pump without
valves [13]. Pump control makes it possible to recover energy from the hoisting actuators.
For example, in a wheel loader it is possible to achieve a ten percent improvement by using
energy recovery systems [17].

Electric
machine

Fig. 1.2: Schematic of a pump-controlled symmetrical cylinder [16]. Asymmetric systems are also an
option but need more complicated compensation arrangements.
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The energy efficiency of the traction system of a working machine can be improved. In
large working machines such as mine loaders and wheel loaders, hydrodynamic power trans-
mission with a torque converter and a gearbox is traditionally employed. Smaller work-
ing machines and harvesters with a diesel engine below 100 kWtypically apply hydrostatic
power transmission with a hydraulic pump, a hydraulic motorand a gearbox instead [18].
Kohmäscher et al. [19] have presented different configurations of working machine traction
systems. The efficiencies of different traction systems vary in the range of 60–88% [20].
Energy recovery and reuse are possible also in a mobile machine traction drive. Ancia and
Achten [21], [22] have described a hydrostatic traction system based on the use of a hydraulic
accumulator, in which braking energy recovery is possible.The University of Karlsruhe has
studied hybrid systems by adding a hydraulic accumulator ina traditional hydrostatic trans-
mission. The system has shown a 15% improvement in the fuel consumption [23]. The focus
of this doctoral thesis is on large mobile working machines,and thus, the work concentrates
on hydrodynamic power transmission.

Figure 1.3 provides a Sankey diagram of the energy flows in a working machine. In a work-
ing machine, energy is required for the traction and the working hydraulics. The Sankey
diagram is determined for machine loading consisting of repeated work cycles without long
idle periods. The proportion of idle running is small; approx. 5%.
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Fig. 1.3: Sankey diagram of a mobile working machine under a duty cyclewith 5% idling. The input
(100%) refers to the mechanical energy obtained from the diesel engine.

In the case of an example cycle, the input in the diagram refers to the mechanical energy
obtained from the diesel engine. The figure shows that 40% of the energy given by the
diesel engine is used in effective work, the losses account for 36% of the energy, and finally,
idle running and auxiliary devices consume 24% of the energy. In original diesel-operated
working machines, the energy wasted in losses is almost equal to the energy used in effective
work. As the average energy efficiency of the diesel engine isabout 30% in this case, the
working efficiency of the machine is slightly higher than 10%. Hence, the energy efficiency
of a working machine could be significantly improved.

Energy efficiency can be improved by replacing the components by new more efficient com-
ponents that enable energy recycling, or by chancing the whole system architecture over to a
more energy efficient one and by exploiting the opportunities of modern control systems [24].
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In the field of hydraulic construction machinery, there are normally two kinds of hybrid sys-
tems: hydraulic hybrid [25] and electric hybrid (Fig.1.4) [26]. The hydraulic energy recovery
system can also be implemented by hydraulic accumulator energy recovery systems [25], [27]
or electric energy recovery systems [28], [29].
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Fig. 1.4: Schematic of a hybrid excavator [26].

Interest in electric hybrid vehicles has arisen already in the 1990s [30], and a lot of research
effort has been put into hybrid systems [31], [32]. However,the interest in hybrid working
machines has increased significantly only in the late 2000s because of the tightening emis-
sions regulations and rising fuel prices.

Hybrid drive systems for mobile working machines have been studied mainly with respect to
cranes and construction machines [26] such as excavators and wheel loaders. Kim and Sul
[33] and Mulder [34] have investigated the control and energy management in a series hybrid
drive system for a rubber-tyred gantry (RTG) crane, which consists of a diesel generator set
and a supercapacitor. Within the studied RTG crane, the fuelconsumption was reduced by
35–50%.

In particular, the hybridization of excavators has been studied from the perspective of con-
struction machines. Different electro-hydraulic hybrid structures have been presented and
compared in [25], [28] and [29]. Kwon et al. [28] compare parallel, series and compound
type hybrid excavators with supercapacitors and propose a power control algorithm of the
engine and the supercapacitor. The achieved fuel savings vary from 12% to 55% depending
on the hybrid structure. Moreover, the payback times of different hybrid systems are stud-
ied. The series hybrid seems to be the most expensive one, andalso the payback time is the
longest [28]. Xiao et al. [35] have presented an engine double-work-point control strategy in
a parallel hybrid system with a supercapacitor. However, the double-work-point control strat-
egy cannot meet the higher requirement for fuel efficiency, and therefore, a multi-work-point
control strategy with four work points is presented in [36].
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The modelling and energy management of hybrid electric trucks have also been studied. A
procedure for the design of a near-optimal power managementsystem for a parallel hybrid
electric truck is presented in [37]. Kessels et al. [38] havepresented an optimal control strat-
egy that incorporates not only the energy management but also the emissions management in
a series hybrid electric truck. Hou et al. [39] have developed a parallel hybrid electric truck
simulation model and designed static and dynamic power management optimization algo-
rithms. The power management algorithms are analysed, and with these algorithms, the fuel
economy is several tens of percents better than that of a conventional diesel truck. Depending
on the capacity of an electric storage in a hybrid drive, a diesel engine can be made run with a
good control in its best operating range. In addition, the storage of electric energy is possible.

Commercial hybrid mobile working machines are still quite rare in the market. Hybrid for-
est machines available are for instance the hybrid harvester 910 EH by Prosilva, which is
claimed to provide 40% less energy consumption [40], and theElforest B12 and F15 series
hybrid tractors [41]. There are also earth-moving machinessuch as the Komatsu HB215LC-1
excavator, in which the swinging motion is provided by an electric drive capable of energy re-
covery. A supercapacitor is used as an energy storage [42]. Catepillar also produces a hybrid
excavator Cat 336EH, which is stated to be 25–33% more energyefficient than the previous
models and provide a one-year payback period [44]. Straddlecarriers are also available as
hybrids; for instance, the Kalmar ESC W series straddle carrier can be equipped with a hybrid
module, which offers 25–30% fuel savings compared with traditional models [43].

Improving the energy efficiency of mobile working machines is not a straightforward problem
but depends on several factors. Obviously, a manufacturer cannot develop solutions that are
not affordable to their customers. The payback period must,in practice, be less than three
years in all cases. A mobile machine is used normally for 800–4000 hours a year. Beck et
al. have compared the fuel consumptions and annual working hours of different applications
in [44]. For example a harvester operates between 2000–3000hours a year depending on
the working principle, that is, whether the machine is used in one or two shifts a day. The
lifetime of the main components is calculated to be about 10 years [13].

1.4 Load cycle of a mobile working machine

Some vehicle applications have standardized cycles, on which for example the marketing in-
formation is based and the vehicles can be operated. Mobile working machines do not have
a common general standard work cycle. It may be difficult to define such a cycle as the
working environments and load cycles vary significantly between machines. Mobile work-
ing machines can be divided for instance into forest, mine, farming, building and terminal
machines. However, when designing an energy-efficient hybrid mobile machine, it is not
possible to define the most suitable hybridization system based on the application field alone.
From the perspective of energy efficiency, the load cycle is much more important than the
application field.
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Mobile machine cycles can be divided for instance into

• high constant loads

• manipulation loads

• transport loads

High constant loads can be observed for example for tractorsand bulldozers, which either pull
or push heavy loads. Manipulation cycles can be found in machines with several actuators,
such as in harvesters. In manipulation systems, high load variations are typical. In several
manipulating machines also transportation cycles are present.

A load cycle can comprise no-load, acceleration, constant speed, braking, lifting and lowering
cycles. Rotational movements are also possible for instance in excavators. Further, loads can
be divided into repeatable cycles.

Figure 1.5 illustrates two totally different manipulationload cycles. In Fig. 1.5a, the cycle
contains periods where energy can be recovered and the powervariations are slight. In Fig.
1.5b, the cycle does not contain periods during which it could be possible to recover energy,
and hence, the load varies much more than in Fig. 1.5a.
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(b) Load cycle without a recovery option.

Fig. 1.5: Example load cycles of goods manipulating machines during onerepeatable cycle.

In cars and buses, the internal combustion engine is mainly needed to move the vehicle and
auxiliary systems. In mobile working machines instead there are, in addition to traction, work
movements that are delivered by several actuators. Figure 1.6a shows the power needed in
a car as a function of time in NEDC (New European Driving Cycle) and the distribution of
power during loading. Figure 1.6b shows the load demand of a mobile machine as a function
of time and the power demand during the loading of the machine.
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(b) A load cycle of a working machine.

Fig. 1.6: Car and working machine power as a function of time and the power distribution.

In construction machinery, the load change rate and amplitude are much larger compared
with cars [45], [46]. In cars the braking energy is the highest recoverable energy whereas
in working machines the largest proportion of recoverable energy is generated by actuators.
The amount of regenerated energy is often significant and varies rapidly [47]. The example
machine shows, however, that despite the high power peaks a working machine can operate
at no load more than half of the running time. The average power is, therefore, low compared
with the peak power.

1.5 Outline of the thesis

The objective of the work is to describe the hybridization process of a working machine
starting from the selection of the type of the hybrid system.The main target in hybridization
is to efficiently reduce the fuel consumption of the working machine. However, different
hybridization arrangements result in different prices forhybridization and thereby also in
different savings. In this work, the hybridization alternatives have been limited to three main
principles:

1. Pure parallel hybrid system where both the traction and hydraulic drives are imple-
mented by using a parallel hybrid system. This is the simplest one resulting in minor
changes in a present-day working machine and is therefore favoured by the machine
manufacturers.

2. Parallel-series hybrid system in which the working machine hydraulics is implemented
by the parallel hybrid principle and the traction by the series hybrid principle.

3. Pure series hybrid system in which all the functions of themachine are implemented
by the series hybrid principle. In this case, the working machine must be redesigned as
all the functions are delivered by electric drives.
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General guidelines for hybridization are given. The effects of the hybridization principle in
the fuel consumption are studied in detail by using different components in the preliminary
designs of a hybrid machine. In the case of the series hybrid system, the effect of the energy
storage capacity is studied in detail by altering the power capability and the capacity of the
storage in the designs.

The work comprises five chapters. The introduction gives an overview of the motivation of
hybridization and the objectives to improve the energy efficiency and working cycles of the
machines.

Chapter 2 introduces the components of a simulation model for a mobile working machine
and algorithms to estimate the efficiencies of electrical machines. The algorithms have been
developed in co-operation with Dr. Vesa Ruuskanen. Some measurements verifying an in-
duction machine performance in a traction drive are also made. The efficiency measurements
for the induction machine have been made by Dr. Lassi Aarniovuori. The hydraulics of the
working machine is not modelled in detail, but the power needed by the hydraulic drives
has been modelled separately at the Department of Intelligent Hydraulics and Automation at
Tampere University of Technology (TUT IHA). The power curves for the working hydraulics
have been determined by Ville Ahola, M.Sc. and Janne Uusi-Heikkilä, M.Sc.

Chapter 3 describes how the components introduced in Chapter 2 are used to construct a
working machine simulation model for parallel, parallel-series and series hybrid drives. The
most important control principles of the system are also introduced and discussed.

Chapter 4 demonstrates an actual working machine as an example of hybridization. The di-
mensioning of the components and several simulation results are given to show the effects of
different components on the performance and energy efficiency of the system. The system’s
return on investment is also evaluated.

Chapter 5 concludes the work and suggests topics for furtherstudy.
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1.6 Scientific contributions

1. Development of a comprehensive model of a working machineenergy flow in different
hybridization alternatives.

2. Analysis on the effects of the diesel and energy storage dimensions on the fuel con-
sumption in different hybridization alternatives.

3. Construction of a method to determine the optimum dimensioning of the energy storage
in a series hybrid system.

4. Analytical algorithm to evaluate a permanent magnet synchronous machine or induc-
tion machine efficiency starting from the equivalent circuit parameters and obtaining
the results in a torque–speed co-ordinate system applying different control principles.

1.7 Most relevant scientific publications related to the doc-
toral thesis

V. Ruuskanen, P. Immonen, J. Nerg and J. Pyrhönen, "Determining Electrical Efficiency of
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machines with Different Control Methods,"Electrical En-
gineering (Archiv für Elektrotechnik), vol. 94 no. 2 pp. 97–106, Jun. 2012.

P. Immonen, L. Laurila and J. Pyrhönen, "Modelling of a diesel-electric parallel hybrid drive
system in Matlab Simulink,"International Review of Modelling and Simulations (IREMOS),
vol. 2. no. 5, pp. 565–572, Oct. 2009.

P. Immonen, L. Laurila, M. Rilla and J. Pyrhönen, "Modellingand simulation of a parallel
hybrid drive system for mobile work machines," inProc. IEEE Eurocon, May 2009, St. Pe-
tersburg, Russia.
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Chapter 2

Subsystem components of hybrid
work machine simulation model

A hybrid working machine model is prepared by combining all the component models to-
gether. This way, a modular model is obtained, and it will be easy to modify the model by
changing just one component inside the entire model based onthe needs of different machines
and different hybridization principles. The partial models needed depend on the working ma-
chine type and its hybridization.

In a traction drive, the important model components to be listed are: the torque converter
model, the gearbox model, the transmission parts model and the model of the dynamics of
the machine. In addition to the traction drive, a working machine has hydraulic actuators.
These actuators are not modelled in this work, but the model requires the power curves of the
actuators. The power demand is also determined for the working hydraulics used in the hybrid
systems; the hydraulics is implemented by pump-motor unitsthat enable energy recovery and
reuse. The electric parts of the model comprise for instancethe electric drives consisting of
motors and power electronic converters and an energy storage. The storage can be either
a battery or a supercapacitor, or both. In this doctoral thesis, the term ’battery’ refers to a
rechargeable (secondary) battery (aka accumulator) used as a source of energy. The focus of
this thesis is on the case where the energy storage is connected directly without a DC-DC
converter to the DC link. The advantage of this approach is that there will be no DC-DC-
converter losses either. A drawback, again, is that the voltage of the energy storage must be
suitable for direct DC link connection. The mechanical power source in a mobile machine is
a diesel engine.

The modelling is based on energetic macroscopic representation (EMR), which is an energy-
flow-based graphical modelling tool to illustrate the energy flow in a complex electrome-
chanical system. The EMR is based on an action-reaction principle to organize the inter-
connections of subsystems according to the physical causality (system modelled by an inte-
gral equation) [48], [49]. The subsystem components and thehybrid systems are illustrated
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graphically by using the EMR presentation. The EMR presentation is suitable for describing
complex electromechanical systems [49]. The basic elements of the EMR are shown in Fig.
2.1. This chapter presents the component modelling and verification of some the component
models.
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accumulator
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coupling device

Mechanical
coupling device
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Control block
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Control block
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Fig. 2.1: Basic elements of the EMR [50].

2.1 Electric drive

When modelling an electric drive, either a dynamic or quasi-static model can be used. With
dynamic modelling, also the converter model has to be included. The benefit of the dynamic
modelling is that the control of the machine can be designed and tested by applying the model.
The electrical machine behaviour can be analysed both in transient and steady states. The
difficulties of the dynamic modelling are its complexity andthe long calculation time needed
to analyse a larger machine system. Figure 2.2 provides the EMR model of the electric drive.

udc

idc

Tem

Ωem

Tem,ref

Fig. 2.2: Energetic macroscopic representation (EMR) of an electric drive model.Tem is the torque
andΩem is the angular velocity of the electrical machine,udc is the DC voltage,idc the DC current
andTem,ref the reference value of the electrical machine torque.

In the quasi-static model, the electric motor is modelled ina straightforward manner by only
using a first- or second-order time constant model. The torque of the electrical machine is
assumed to follow the torque reference limited by the maximum torque curve and delayed by
a first-order time constant filter. The DC current needed by the electric drive
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idc =
TemΩem

ηced (Ωem, Tem)udc
, (2.1)

is calculated by using the efficiency of the electric driveηed. The efficiency of the electric
drive consists of the efficiencies of the converter and the motor. The power multiplerc de-
pends on the power flow direction, if the power is transmittedfrom the energy storage to the
electric motor,c = 1, and if the power tries to flow in the opposite direction,c = −1. The
converter and motor efficiencies are determined in advance for different speeds and torque
levels. With the quasi-static model it is possible to study the energy flows in an electric drive
both in the steady states and transients. The accuracy of thequasi-static model depends on
the accuracy of the efficiency map and the correctness of the electric motor time constant.
The accuracy of the efficiency map is very much dependent on the number of the operating
points calculated when preparing the map. The more points are included, the better the map
will be. The benefit of the quasi-static model is that it yields a significantly shorter calcula-
tion time compared with the dynamic model. However, it is emphasized that calculation of
the efficiency maps takes time. Despite the relatively simple electrical machine modelling,
the quasi-static models can be used without significant errors if the efficiency map is accurate
enough [51], [52]. Efficiency maps have been used for instance in [53] and [54] to evaluate
and optimize the energy consumption in a mobile drive. Figure 2.3 describes the construction
of a quasi-static model.
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Fig. 2.3: Quasi-static model of an electric drive. TheTmin,max block contains information of the mini-
mum and maximum torque curves of the electric machine, andτem is the electromechanical conversion
time constant of the electric machine.

In this doctoral thesis, a quasi-static model of an electrical machine is used in the simulations.
In the electrical machine models, constant parameters are used, taking into account only the
saturation behaviour of the magnetizing inductance of the induction machine and the depen-
dency of the iron loss resistance on frequency. In reality, the inductances of the electrical
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machine saturate and cross-saturate, and consequently, the saturation behaviour has an effect
on the machine efficiency [55]. Further, the rotor resistance of the induction machine varies
as a function of slip frequency, which again has an impact on losses [56]. Hence, because of
the use of constant parameters in the machine model, the actual losses and efficiency of an
electrical machine may deviate somewhat from the model. However, the quasi-static model
of an electrical machine is commonly used in the modelling and analysis of electro-hybrid
vehicles at a system level [52], [57]. A quasi-static constant parameter model can be applied
to analyse hybrid options at a system level; however, if the behaviour of an electrical machine
in a hybrid system has to be studied in more detail, a dynamic model has to be used taking
parameter variation into account.

2.1.1 Permanent magnet synchronous machines

Dynamic model

The permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) is modelled by applying the space
vector theory, which enables modelling and simulating of the transient states of the machine.
Such an approach is not acceptable in the RMS phasor presentation of AC machines. Tradi-
tionally, the iron losses are neglected in the space vector theory to simplify the presentation.
In this case, the iron losses are modelled as the energy efficiency studies make it necessary to
observe these losses. The PMSM is modelled in the rotor co-ordinate system. Figure 2.4 de-
picts the direct- and quadrature-axis vector equivalent circuits of the PMSM without damper
windings but equipped with iron loss resistances [58].
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Fig. 2.4: Direct- and quadrature-axis equivalent circuits of the PMSM.usd andusq are the stator direct- and
quadrature-axis voltages,isd and isq the direct- and quadrature-axis currents,iFed and iFeq the direct- and
quadrature-axis iron loss currents,imd and imq the direct- and quadrature-axis magnetizing currents,Rs the
stator resistance,Lsσ the stator leakage inductance,RFe the iron loss resistance,Lmd and Lmq the direct-
and quadrature-axis magnetizing inductances,ψmd andψmq the direct- and quadrature-axis magnetizing flux
linkages,ωr the rotor angular frequency andiPM the virtual permanent magnet current source producing the
permanent magnet flux linkage in the magnetizing inductance.

When the iron losses are modelled with a resistor parallel to the magnetizing inductance in
the space vector equivalent circuit, the iron loss current has to be separated from the current
that passes through the magnetizing inductance and produces the air gap flux linkage that is
capable of producing torque. Figure 2.5 depicts the vector diagram of a salient pole PMSM.
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Fig. 2.5: Salient pole PMSM phasor diagram at nominal speed and torque.

In the vector diagram, the presence of iron losses can be observed from the fact that the
air gap flux linkage space vector~ψδ is generated by the flux linkage~ψPM produced by the
permanent magnet, the magnetizing inductances (Lmd andLmd) and the magnetizing current
components (~imd and~imq). The steady-state stator current does not completely travel through
the magnetizing inductance as in the iron lossless case producing flux linkage, but a part of it
travels through the iron loss resistance.

For control purposes instead, the proportion of iron lossesis negligible. Figure 2.6 illustrates
the PMSM dynamic model according to the EMR presentation.
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Fig. 2.6: Model of a PMSM according to the EMR.uinv is the inverter voltage,iem the electric machine
current,usdq the stator voltage,isdq the stator current,ψsdq the stator flux ,iFedq the iron loss current,
ψmdq the magnetizing flux linkage,imdq the magnetizing current,emdq the stator electromotive force,
M the modulation index andθ the rotor angle.

The voltage equations of the PMSM in the rotor co-ordinate system are

usd = Rsisd +
dψsd

dt
− ωrψsq, (2.2)

usq = Rsisq +
dψsq

dt
+ ωrψsd. (2.3)
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The stator and magnetizing flux linkages are

ψsd = Lsdisd − LmdiFed + ψPM, (2.4)

ψsq = Lsqisq − LmqiFeq (2.5)

ψmd = Lmd (isd − iFed) + ψPM, (2.6)

ψmq = Lmq (isq − iFeq) (2.7)

where the d-axis inductanceLsd = Lsσ + Lmd and the quadrature axis inductanceLsq =
Lsσ + Lmq.

The stator and iron loss currents can be solved based on the flux linkage equations

isd =
ψsd − ψPM + LmdiFed

Lsd
(2.8)

isq =
ψsq + LmqiFeq

Lsq
(2.9)

iFed =
ψmd − Lmd

Lsd
ψsd +

(

Lmd

Lsd
− 1

)

ψPM

L2
md

Lsd
− Lmd

(2.10)

iFeq =
ψmq − Lmq

Lsq
ψsq

L2
mq

Lsq
− Lmq

(2.11)

The air gap flux linkage is solved with the iron loss current from the air gap voltage equation
as

umd =
dψmd

dt
= RFeiFed + ωrψmq (2.12)

umq =
dψmq

dt
= RFeiFeq − ωrψmd. (2.13)

The electromagnetic torque according to the Lorentz force is calculated by the flux linkage
and stator current cross product as
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Tem =
3p

2
|~ψs ×~im| =

3p

2
(ψsdimq − ψsqimd). (2.14)

By writing the flux linkage componentsψsd andψsq by currents and inductances, it is possible
to write Eq. (2.14) into the form

Tem =
3p

2
[(Lsd − Lsq) imdimq + ψPMimq] . (2.15)

The rotating movement differential equation can be used to solve the speed of a motor

Tem = Tload + J
dΩem

dt
+BΩem (2.16)

Tload is the load torque,J the moment of inertia,Ωem the mechanical angular velocity andB
the friction coefficient of the rotating movement. The mechanical angular velocityΩem and
the rotor electrical angular frequencyωr are linked by

ωr = pΩem, (2.17)

wherep is the number of pole pairs.

Quasi-static model

The quasi-static model needs the efficiency map and maximum torque curve of the PMSM
as inputs. The efficiency map can be supplied by the motor manufacturer or it must be de-
fined during the design phase by the designer of the working machine based on the electrical
machine parameters [59]. The efficiency map of a PMSM is defined here by using the above-
mentioned vector equivalent circuit to which the effect of iron losses has been added. The
voltage equations (2.2) and (2.3) in the rotor co-ordinate system in the steady state are

usd = Rsisd − ωrψsq (2.18)

usq = Rsisq + ωrψsd, (2.19)

where the flux linkagesψsd andψsq have been defined by Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). The PMSM
torque, voltages, currents and losses have been calculatedat different angular frequenciesωr

and with different magnetizing current combinations (imd, imq). It is pointed here that con-
stant inductance values will result in erroneous torque values at high torques. It is, naturally,
possible to take the saturation and cross-saturation phenomena into account if the inductances
have been defined accordingly, as for instance in [55]. Figure 2.7 provides the flow chart of
the calculation of the PMSM efficiency.
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Fig. 2.7: Flow chart for determining the efficiency chart of a PMSM.
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In the loss calculation, the copper, iron and mechanical losses are taken into account. The iron
losses can be calculated by using either the iron loss resistanceRFe or by the Bertotti equation
[60], if the iron loss resistance is not known but the machinemagnetic circuit parameters are
known. When the rated point iron loss resistance is known, therated point iron losses can
be calculated byPFe = 3

2RFei
2
Fe, when the iron loss currentiFe has been defined. In such

a case, the iron loss current is automatically included in the stator current. The iron losses
are frequency and air-gap flux dependent [61], and therefore, also the iron loss resistance
is frequency dependent. The frequency dependent iron loss resistance is identified using
the experimental procedure described in [62]. The mechanical losses comprise windage and
friction losses [63]

Pmec = kf
Ωem

Ωem,n
+ kw

(

Ωem

Ωem,n

)3

, (2.20)

wherekf is the friction coefficient,kw the windage loss coefficient andΩem the mechanical
angular velocity andΩem,n the nominal mechanical angular velocity.

The calculation produces three-dimensional tables for thetorqueTem, the voltageus, the cur-
rent is and the efficiencyηem (Fig. 2.8), by which it is possible to determine the maximum
torque curve of the PMSM and plot the efficiency map by pickingup the efficiency values that
meet the desired boundary conditions. The maximum torque curve and the efficiency map
can be generated for instance by using a voltageus that equals the optimum or by using a
constant flux linkage under the constraints of the maximum current or voltage levels available.
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Fig. 2.8: Example of maps produced by the efficiency map calculation.
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With the method introduced above, the efficiency of a case machine, the non-salient eight-
pole 200 kW PMSM, is defined. The parameters of a case PMSM are presented in Table
2.1.

Table 2.1: 200 kW PMSM parameters for the efficiency calculation.

Nominal power Pn 200 kW

Nominal voltage Un 400 V

Nominal current In 330 A

Nominal frequency fn 100 Hz

Number of pole pairs p 4

Nominal speed nn 1500 rpm

Permanent magnet flux linkage ψPM 0.33 Vs

Stator resistance Rs 3.72 mΩ

Stator leakage inductance Lsσ 0.10 mH

Stator direct-axis inductance Lsd 0.258 mH

Stator quadrature-axis inductanceLsq 0.258 mH

Friction loss coefficient kf 560W

Windage loss coefficient kw 594W

The iron loss resistance used to evaluate the efficiency map is a function of angular velocity
as Fig. 2.9 illustrates for the constant stator flux level.
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Fig. 2.9: Iron loss behaviour used in the efficiency map calculation with a constant stator flux level.
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The efficiency map of the PMSM has been calculated by applyingthe optimum voltage prin-
ciple. The maximum voltage has been 400 V and the maximum current 990 A. In the opti-
mum voltage principle, the voltage producing the highest efficiency in each operating point
is selected to minimize the losses. Figure 2.10 presents theefficiency map calculated by the
above-mentioned principle.

The map is given for speeds ranging from zero to 2.5 times the rated speed and for torque
levels between−3Tn and+3Tn. The maximum efficiency of this machine is 0.98, and it is
reached at the rated speed and at a torque slightly higher than the rated one.
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Fig. 2.10: Efficiency map of the PMSM with optimum voltage.

Figure 2.11 shows the optimum voltage, the corresponding current and the power factor.
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Fig. 2.11: Voltage, current andcosφ of the PMSM with the optimum voltage.

The optimum voltage resulting in the maximum efficiency increases as a function of speed
and torque. In the rated point, the voltage is about 350 V, which is 0.87 times the rated voltage.
The current behaviour shows increasing values as the speed increases, as there is a need for
the demagnetizing d-axis current. The voltage available naturally affects the maximum value
of torque. Figure 2.12 shows the torque of the PMSM normalized to 1 at different speeds
with different voltages (the rated torque is normalized to 1, even though the per unit torque
of a machine withψs = 1 andis = 1 is normally less than 1).
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Fig. 2.12: Maximum torque of the PMSM with different stator voltages.
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Figure 2.13 demonstrates how the maximum torque is limited by the converter maximum
currentiinv,max, the voltage of the energy storageudc and the magnetic circuit saturation.
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Fig. 2.13: Maximum torque of the non-salient pole PMSM.

At low speeds, the PMSM maximum torque is limited by the maximum converter current
and the magnetic circuit saturation. If infinite current were available, a maximum torque
level should be found anyway because of the magnetic circuitsaturation. The voltage of
the energy storage limits the torque at higher speeds. The voltage available also affects the
electrical machine efficiency. At higher speeds in particular, a high voltage results in a higher
efficiency than a low voltage, because with a high voltage theneed for demagnetizing is
smaller. Hence, it is important to observe how the voltage affects the machine performance.
It must be remembered that it is not possible to give the maximum torque curve for the
electrical machine alone, but the maximum torque of a drive also depends on the converter
current capability and the voltage of the energy storage.

Dynamic vs. quasi-static model

Dynamic- and quasi-static-model-based energy efficiency calculations for a PMSM have been
compared in a system illustrated in Fig. 2.14. Table 2.2 lists the efficiencies obtained by the
dynamic and quasi-static models. In the quasi-static case,efficiency maps with different
resolutions have been used.
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Fig. 2.14: Modelling of the electrical machine efficiency.

Figure 2.15 illustrates the reference value forΩem,ref normalized to the rated speed and the
torque of the loadTload normalized to the rated torque of the electrical machine. The effi-
ciency analysis is carried out applying these values.
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Fig. 2.15: Reference value forΩem,ref normalized by the rated angular velocity of the motor and the
torqueTload normalized by the rated torque of the electrical machine.
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Table 2.2: Efficiencies given by the dynamic and quasi-static models.

Size ηem

Quasi-static 15 x 15 0.976

Quasi-static 25 x 25 0.976

Quasi-static 50 x 50 0.974

Quasi-static 75 x 75 0.973

Quasi-static 100 x 100 0.970

Quasi-static 150 x 150 0.970

Dynamic - 0.962

The dynamic model gives 0.962 for the energy efficiency of themachine while the quasi-
static model gives varying outputs between 0.970 and 0.976 depending on the accuracy of
the efficiency map. Figure 2.16 describes the efficiency differences in the speed and torque
ranges of 0–1 and the points in which the efficiency has been calculated. It can be seen that a
small number of calculation points exaggerates the efficiency.
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When the number of calculation points is 100 x 100 or more, the difference between these
approaches is 0.8 per cent units. This difference is due, forinstance, to the fact that neither
the flux linkage nor current can be changed abruptly in the dynamic model

(

ψs =
∫

usdt
)

. In
the quasi-static model instead, there are no such limitations. The accuracy of the quasi-static
model is obviously accurate enough for modelling of a hybridsystem.

2.1.2 Induction machine

Dynamic model

Similarly as the PMSM, an induction machine has been modelled applying the dynamic space
vector theory in a rotor-flux-oriented d-q coordinate system complemented by the iron loss
model. Figure 2.17 illustrates the d-q equivalent circuitswith iron loss resistances [64].
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(a) Direct-axis model
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iFeq imq

ωsψmd

Lm

RFe (ψm, f) ωrψrd

(b) Quadrature-axis model

Fig. 2.17: D-and q-axis models of the IM [65].
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In the rotor co-ordinate system the IM voltages can be described by the following equations

usd = Rsisd +
dψsd

dt
− ωsψsq (2.21)

usq = Rsisq +
dψsq

dt
+ ωsψsd (2.22)

urd = Rrird +
dψrd

dt
− (ωs − ωr)ψrq = 0 (2.23)

urq = Rrirq +
dψrq

dt
+ (ωs − ωr)ψrd = 0 (2.24)

The stator, rotor and air gap flux linkages are

ψsd = Lsisd + Lmird − LmiFed (2.25)

ψsq = Lsisq + Lmirq − LmiFeq (2.26)

ψrd = Lrird + Lmisd − LmiFed (2.27)

ψrq = Lrirq + Lmisq − LmiFeq (2.28)

ψmd = Lm (isd + ird − iFed) (2.29)

ψmq = Lm (isq + irq − iFeq) , (2.30)

whereLs = Lsσ + Lm andLr = Lrσ + Lm.

With the flux linkage equations it is possible to solve for thestator, rotor and iron loss currents

isd =
ψsd − Lm

Lr
ψrd −

(

L2
m

Lr
− Lm

)

iFed

Ls − L2
m

Lr

(2.31)

isq =
ψsq − Lm

Lr
ψrq −

(

L2
m

Lr
− Lm

)

iFeq

Ls − L2
m

Lr

(2.32)
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ird =
ψrd − Lm

Ls
ψsd −

(

L2
m

Ls
− Lm

)

iFed

Lr − L2
m

Ls

(2.33)

irq =
ψrq − Lm

Ls
ψsq −

(

L2
m

Ls
− Lm

)

iFeq

Lr − L2
m

Ls

(2.34)

iFed =

ψmd

Lm
− ψsd−

Lm
Ls

ψrd

Ls−
L2

m
Lr

− ψrd−
Lm
Lr

ψsd

Lr−
L2

m
Ls

2Lm − L2
m

(

1
Lr

+ 1
Ls

)

− 1
(2.35)

iFeq =

ψmq

Lm
− ψsq−

Lm
Ls

ψrq

Ls−
L2

m
Lr

− ψrq−
Lm
Lr

ψsq

Lr−
L2

m
Ls

2Lm − L2
m

(

1
Lr

+ 1
Ls

)

− 1
. (2.36)

(2.37)

The IM torque is expressed as [64]

Te = −3

2
p| ~ψr × ~ir| =

3

2
p (ψrqird − ψrdirq) (2.38)

and the rotational speed can be solved by using Eq. (2.16).

Quasi-static model

In the quasi-static model, we need a priori knowledge of the efficiency map and the maximum
torque curve. Similarly as in the case of the PMSM, the efficiency map and the maximum
torque curve can be given by the manufacturer, or they can be calculated based on machine
parameters. In this case, the efficiency map and the maximum torque curve are calculated
by using the machine parameters. Figure 2.18 depicts the vector diagram of an IM. The
efficiency map and the maximum torque are calculated applying equations that are derived
based on the vector diagram.
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Fig. 2.18: Vector diagram of the IM in the rotor flux linkage co-ordinate system. The flux linkage vectors
~ψm, ~ψs and ~ψr are the magnetizing, stator and rotor flux linkage vectors,~im,~is and~ir the magnetizing,
stator and rotor current vectors, respectively,~us is the stator voltage vector,φ is the phase angle andγ
the magnetizing current angle.

In the steady state, the stator~us and rotor voltage vectors~ur are [66]

~us = Rs
~is + jωs

~ψs (2.39)

~ur = Rr
~ir + j (ωs − ωr) ~ψr, (2.40)

where the stator~ψs and rotor flux linkage vectors~ψrare

~ψs = ~ψm + Lsσis (2.41)

~ψr = Re
{

~ψm

}

(2.42)

and the air gap flux linkage~ψm = Lm
~im = Lmimeγj.
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The torque, voltages, currents and losses of the IM are calculated at different stator angu-
lar frequencyωs and with different magnetizing current vectors~im, by changing the abso-
lute value ofim and the angleγ, after which the maximum torque curve is determined and
the efficiency maps calculated with the desired voltage. Thesaturation ofLm can be taken
into account ifLm is defined as a function of magnetizing current for instance in the way
suggested in [67]. However, it must be remembered thatLm also depends on the machine
torque [68], [69]. This phenomenon and possible saturationof the leakage inductances are
neglected in this case [70]. Figure 2.19 describes the flow chart of the calculation process.

Similarly as above with the PMSM, three-dimensional tablesare built, by which it is possible
to determine the maximum torque curve and plot the efficiencymap with the desired boundary
conditions.
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Fig. 2.19: Flow chart of the calculation process to define the induction machine efficiency.
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Verification of the IM machine efficiency

With the method introduced above, the efficiency of the four-pole 37 kW IM is defined and
the results are verified in the laboratory. The parameters ofthe IM are presented in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: 37 kW induction motor parameters needed for the efficiency calculation [71].

Nominal power Pn 37 kW

Nominal voltage Un 400 V

Nominal current In 69 A

Nominal frequency fn 50 Hz

Number of pole pairs p 2

Nominal speed nn 1480 rpm

Stator resistance Rs 0.0629Ω

Rotor resistance Rr 0.0439Ω

Stator leakage inductanceLsσ 0.483 mH

Rotor leakage inductanceLrσ 1.003 mH

Friction loss coefficient kf 149W

Windage loss coefficient kw 189W

The saturation of the magnetizing inductance is taken into account by measuring the mag-
netizing inductance as a function of magnetizing current. The magnetizing inductance is
measured by the method presented in [67]. Figure 2.20 shows the measured magnetizing
inductance values as a function of peak magnetizing current.

The measured magnetizing inductance decreases when the magnetizing current is smaller
than 21 A. At low currents the measured magnetizing inductance values are smaller because
of the form of the virginBH curve and the hysteresis of the magnetic circuit material. The
BH curve of the lamination material is not linear at low values of the magnetic field strength
(Fig. 2.21), and the inductance is directly proportional tothe permeability. The same be-
haviour ofLm was reported also in [67], [69], [72] and [73]. This decreasein Lm can cause
demagnetization of the ferromagnetic core [73].
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Fig. 2.20: Saturation of the magnetization inductance of an induction machine as a function of peak
magnetizing current.
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The calculated and measured efficiencies of the 37 kW induction machine with a constant flux
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reference are compared. In the efficiency calculation, copper, iron, mechanical and additional
losses are taken into account.

The iron loss resistance is estimated based on FEM simulations and measurements on the
induction machine [71]. Figure 2.22 illustrates the estimated iron loss resistance as a function
of frequency and air gap flux linkage.
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Fig. 2.22: Iron loss resistance used in the analysis of the induction machine. The resistance is a function
of frequency and air gap flux linkage.

Additional lossesPadd are proportional to the square of the RMS stator currentI and to the
power of3/2 of the frequency [74]. The additional losses are calculatedby

Padd = Padd,n

(

I

In

)2 (

f

fn

)
3
2

, (2.43)

wherePadd,n are the measured additional losses in the nominal point,In is the stator RMS
current in the nominal point andfn is the nominal frequency.

Table 2.4 presents the measured and calculated efficienciesat different torques and rotational
speeds. There are slight differences between the measured and calculated efficiency values.
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Table 2.4: Calculated and measured efficiencies at different torques and rotational speeds with a con-
stant flux reference. The measured efficiency values are given in parentheses.

T
Tn
/ n
nn

0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2

1.5 - 88 (87) 91 (91) - - -

1 85 (84) 90 (90) 92 (92) 93 (93) - -

0.75 86 (86) 90 (90) 92 (92) 93 (93) 92 (89) -

0.5 87 (86) 90 (90) 91 (92) 92 (93) 92 (91) -

0.25 85 (84) 87 (87) 87 (88) 88 (90) 89 (90) 87 (87)

The calculated efficiencies are equal to or higher than the measured efficiencies in almost all
measured operating points except for three points at low torques. The differences between the
calculated and measured efficiencies are due to the inaccuracy of the saturation and iron loss
model. The saturation of the magnetizing inductance is alsotaken into account in a simple
way. The magnetizing inductance also varies as a function ofload [68]. The temperature
effects of the resistance also have an impact on the efficiency, which, however, is not taken
into account. Figure 2.23 presents the efficiency map of the IM with a constat flux reference
without anyIR compensation.
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Fig. 2.23: Efficiency map of the IM with a constant flux reference withoutanyIR compensation.
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2.1.3 Frequency converter

In hybrid mobile machines, an electric machine is always controlled by a frequency converter,
and the efficiency of the electric drive depends both on the efficiency of the motor and the
converter and their interactions. This section studies theprinciples of converter efficiency
calculation.

The simple two-level frequency converter comprises six IGBTs (insulated-gate bipolar tran-
sistors) and free-wheeling diodes connected anti-parallel to them.

C

T1 T3 T5D1 D3 D5

T2 T4 T6D2 D4 D6

b

b

b

is
udc

Fig. 2.24: Main circuit of the two-level three-phase frequency converter.

The inverter IGBT module losses are produced by the switching Psw and conduction losses
Pcond of the IGBTs and the diodes. These can be calculated based on the module parameters.
The average conduction losses of a diode are [75]

Pcond,D =
1

2
isUD

(

1

π
+
M

4
cosφ

)

+ i2sRD

(

1

8
+
M

3π
cosφ

)

(2.44)

and the IGBT conduction losses [75]

Pcond,IGBT =
1

2
isUCE0

(

1

π
− M

4
cosφ

)

+ i2sRCE

(

1

8
− M

3π
cosφ

)

, (2.45)

whereis is the peak value of the phase current,UD the threshold voltage of the diode,RD the
on-state resistance of the diode,UCE0 the threshold voltage of the IGBT,RCE the on-state
resistance of the IGBT,M the modulation index andcosφ the power factor. The equations
show that the losses depend on the current, and through the modulation indexM = us

2udc
, on

the motor voltage.udc is the DC link voltage. These equations ignore the effect of the third
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harmonic injection. The effect of this is, however, so smallthat the accuracy of the equations
suffices for the purpose [75]. Both in the diodes and the transistors there are also switching
losses. The switching losses of a diode are

Psw,D =
1

π
fswErr (is) (2.46)

and the IGBT switching losses

Psw,IGBT =
1

π
fsw (Eon (is) + Eoff (is)) , (2.47)

wherefsw is the switching frequency,Eon is the turn-on energy depending on the current
andEoff is the turn-off energy again depending on the current [76]. The switching losses
are directly proportional to the switching frequency. The current also affects the switching
losses as the turn-on and -off energies depend on that. In a three-phase converter there are six
transistors and six diodes, and therefore, the total switching losses are found by multiplying
by six. In addition to the IGBT module losses there are no-load losses covering for instance
the converter stand-by lossesPinv,0

Pinv,loss = 6 (Pcond,D + Pcond,IGBT + Psw,D + Psw,IGBT) + Pinv,0. (2.48)

The converter efficiency can be defined when the input powerPem of the motor is known.
During motoring the converter efficiency is

ηinv =
Pem

Pem + Pinv,loss
=

3
2usis cosφ

3
2usis cosφ+ Pinv,loss

. (2.49)

In generating mode, the power supplied by the motor to the converter is known, and the
efficiency is correspondingly

ηinv =
Pem − Pinv,loss

Pem
=

3
2usis cosφ− Pinv,loss

3
2usis cosφ

. (2.50)

The converter efficiency can be defined when the stator voltage, current and power factor are
known in different operating points of the torque–speed plane. Hence, the converter efficiency
map is dependent on the electric machine driven, and determined by applying the knowledge
related to the machine efficiency map. The efficiency map given here is calculated for the
drive using the PMSM studied above in Section 2.1.1. The voltage, current and power factor
values used in the calculation are given in Fig. 2.11. The converter IGBT module parameters
are given in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5: SKM600GA12E4 IGBT module parameters [77].

Nominal voltage Un 1200 V

Nominal RMS current In 600 A

Switching frequency fsw 4 kHz

Threshold voltage of the diode UD 2.07 V

On-state resistance of the diode RD 1.9 mΩ

Threshold voltage of the IGBT UCE0 0.7 V

On-state resistance of diode of the IGBT RCE 2.5 mΩ

Diode turn-off energy Err (Irated) 38 mJ

IGBT turn-on energy Eon (Irated) 74 mJ

IGBT turn-off energy Eoff (Irated) 84 mJ

Figure 2.25 presents the inverter efficiency in the torque–rotational speed plane.
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Fig. 2.25: Efficiency map of the inverter supplying the PMSM with optimum voltage.

For the converter in question, the current capability of theIGBT module limits the drive
torque to 2Tn. The converter efficiency varies in the range of 0.94–0.985 depending on the
operating point.
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2.2 Energy storage

Supercapacitors, batteries or combinations of these can beused as the electric energy stor-
age in hybrid drives. The specifications for the energy storage, such as capacity, charging
and discharging power, efficiency, energy or power density and volume, lifetime and price,
depend on the application [78]. The capacity of the storage is defined based either on the
energy or power needed in the application [79]. In mobile machines it is common that high
instantaneous power levels are needed. When a battery is used, it often has to be dimensioned
based on the allowable instantaneous power level. In such a case, many of the present-day
battery types must be usually largely overdimensioned by the energy storage capability. In
this study, an energy storage is connected directly to the DClink of the frequency converter.
Consequently, the voltage of the energy storage has to be such that the direct connection to
the DC link is possible. By connecting the energy storage directly to the DC link, the losses
of the DC-DC converter can be avoided.

Table 2.6 lists different electric energy storage cell types and their prices. The values given
in the table are for a single battery cell. When cells are assembled into modules, the charge
and discharge currents are lower.
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Table 2.6: Characteristics of battery cell technologies [80]–[85].

NiMH
Lithium-

ion
(Saft)

Lithium-
iron

phos-
phate

Lithium-
polymer

Lithium-
titanate

Superca-
pacitor

Nominal
voltage[V]

1.2 3.6 3.3 3.7 2.3 2.5–2.7

Specific
power
[kW/kg]
cont. (max)

0.2–1.2
0.2–16
(2–30)

0.2–5
(2–7)

0.1–3 0.76–0.9 4–10

Specific
energy
[Wh/kg]

55–80 58–190 66–160 110–180 52–75 5–10

Cycle life >1000 >5000 >1000 >800 >10 000 >106

Max.
discharge
rate,
cont. (pulse)

5C

4–120C
(7

–270C)
2 s

0.9–175C
(2.3–
260C)

2 s

1–5C
(2–20C)

10 s

6C
(10C)
10 s

-

Max. charge
rate

1C C/7–C C/7 1–3C 6–11C -

Temperature
[◦C]

–10–65 –60–60 –30–55 –20–60 –40–55 –40–65

Price
[e/kWh]

900–
1000

800–
1200

1000–
1500

1000–
1500

1500–
2000

40 000

Figure 2.26 illustrates different 700 V energy storage properties; maximum power (Pes,max)
and energy capacity (Ees), when different techniques have been used in the assembly of the
storage. The energy storages illustrated in Fig. 2.26 have been built by connecting com-
mercial battery (Kokam, Saft, Altairnano) or supercapacitor (Maxwell, Nesscap) modules in
series so that the rated voltage of the storage can reach 700 V. The maximum charging or
discharging current of the resulting battery unit is assumed as high as the maximum current
of the building block module.
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Fig. 2.26:Pes,max andEes properties of 700 V energy storages based on different technologies.

Based on the information found in Table 2.6 and Fig. 2.26, it is obvious that it is difficult to
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use other than lithium titanate (LiTi) batteries or supercapacitors in mobile working machines
where the energy recovery peaks are often high. Therefore, also the charging power of the
energy storage must be high enough.

Further, a high cycle life of a practical energy storage is important. This feature again suggests
using LiTi batteries or supercapacitors. The cycle life of batteries is typically lower than the
cycle life of supercapacitors, but when the depth of discharge (DoD) in LiTi batteries is
low enough, the cycle life is increased by several decades from the value given by Table
2.6. Further, the efficiencies of LiTi batteries and supercapacitors are high; the efficiency
of the LiTi battery is 95–97% and the efficiency of the supercapacitor is claimed to be 95–
98% [86], [87].

Figure 2.27 shows the cycle life of a LiTi battery as a function of DoD for two temperatures.
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Fig. 2.27: Cycle life of a lithium titanate battery with different depths of discharge [88].

Figure 2.27 shows that the DoD has a significant influence on the cycle life of a battery. If a
LiTi battery is operated at a DoD of less than 10% in the temperature of35 ◦C, the battery
will last about a million cycles. With the 30% depth of discharge, the cycle life decreases
to one-tenth of the lifetime provided by the 10% value. Therefore, the effect of the DoD on
the cycle life of a battery has to be taken into considerationwhen dimensioning an energy
storage.

Irrespective of the type of the storage (battery or supercapacitor) it can be represented by the
symbol illustrated in Fig. 2.28. Current is the input variable while voltage is the output of the
storage.
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Fig. 2.28: EMR presentation of an energy storage.

2.2.1 Battery

A battery can be modelled either statically or dynamically.A static model is formed by using
manufacturer-given charging and discharging curves and some battery parameters [89]. A
simple dynamic model can be based on an equivalent circuit having different resistors and
capacitors and that can be determined based on measurementsand the manufacturer-given
curves [90].

Below, a static model of a battery is studied, as the designerdoes not necessarily have an
option of measuring the battery properties during the design phase. The static model studied
here includes the following manufacturer-given parameters,Rcharge (SOC),Rdischarge (SOC)
anduOC,cell (SOC). Figure 2.29 depicts an equivalent circuit of a single battery cell.

ibattRcharge/discharge (SOC)

uOC,cell (SOC)
ubatt,cell

Fig. 2.29: Equivalent circuit of a battery cell.

The state of charge (SoC) as a function of time is

SOC (t) =

∫

ibattdt

Qmax
+ SOCinit, (2.51)

whereibatt is the current,Qmax the maximum value of charge andSOCinit the initial value
of the SoC. The open-circuit voltage of the batteryuOC,sys is dependent on the SoC

uOC,sys (SOC) = NsuOC,cell (SOC) , (2.52)
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whereuOC,cell (SOC) is the SoC-dependent open-circuit voltage andNs the number of
series-connected cells. The terminal voltage of the battery ubatt,sys depends both on the
SoC and currentibatt

ubatt,sys (SOC, ibatt) = NsuOC,cell (SOC) +
Ns

Np
Rcharge/discharge (SOC) ibatt, (2.53)

whereNp is the number of parallel cells andRcharge/discharge (SOC) is the resistance de-
pending on the SoC and the direction of the current. The losses of the batteryPbatt,loss are

Pbatt,loss = Rcharge/discharge (SOC) i2batt (2.54)

and the instantaneous efficiency

ηbatt =























uOC,sys(SOC)ibatt
(

uOC,sys(SOC)+ Ns
Np

Rcharge(SOC)ibatt

)

ibatt

if ibatt > 0

(

uOC,sys(SOC)− Ns
Np

Rdischarge(SOC)ibatt

)

ibatt

uOC,sys(SOC)ibatt
if ibatt ≤ 0

Normally, the energy efficiency of a battery when operated ina certain cycle is of more
interest.

The battery surface temperature

Tcore = Tcore,init +

∫

Pbatt,loss − αA (Tcore − Tamb)

mC
dt, (2.55)

whereTcore is the surface initial temperature,α the convection coefficience,A the total heat
flow surface of the battery,m the mass,C the specific heat capacity andTamb the ambient
temperature.

2.2.2 Supercapacitor

A supercapacitor can be modelled by using a classical first-order model, a ladder model [91],
a three-branch model [92] (Fig. 2.30) or a frequency-, voltage- and temperature-dependent
model [93]. The first-order model is the simplest equivalentpresentation of a supercapac-
itor, and it uses constant parameters. The first-order modelignores the frequency, current
and voltage dependencies of the parameters. The three-branch model allows improving the
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dynamic accuracy of the first-order model with frequencies up to 1 Hz. The ladder model,
however, is capable of modelling frequencies beyond 1 kHz. The frequency-, voltage- and
temperature-dependent model obviously takes these dependencies into account.

The main problems in the ladder model, the three-branch model and the frequency-, voltage-
and temperature-dependent model are related to acquiring the correct parameters. A man-
ufacturer usually gives only the equivalent series resistance and capacitance. Therefore, in
this case, a simple first-order model is used. Figure 2.30a shows the equivalent circuit of the
first-order model. It consists of the capacitanceCsc, the series resistanceRESR,sc, the parallel
resistanceRp and the series inductanceLsc. The series inductanceLsc is normally very small
and the parallel resistanceRp very large, and therefore, they can be ignored in the modelling
of a supercapacitor.

isc RESR,sc Lsc

Csc Rp
usc

(a) First-order model.

R1 R2 R3

C2 C3CvC1

+

-
(b) Three branch model.

L R1 R2 Rn

C1 C2 Cn

...
+

-
(c) Ladder model.

Fig. 2.30: Equivalent circuit of a supercapacitor [91], [92], [94].
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The terminal voltageusc of a supercapacitor can be calculated by the current of the capacitor
isc, the capacitanceCsc and the equivalent series resistanceRESR,sc as

usc =
1

Csc

∫

iscdt− iscRESR,sc. (2.56)

For a supercapacitor, the SoC can be defined either as a ratio of the instantaneous energy and
the maximum energy or as a square of the ratio of the instantaneous and maximum voltages

SOC =
Esc

Esc,max
=

u2
sc

u2
sc,max

. (2.57)

2.3 Diesel engine

In this case, the diesel engine is modelled very simply by a one time constant system and an
efficiency map. The torque is limited to the maximum torque curve of the engineTd,max.
Figure 2.31 illustrates the block diagram used for a diesel engine in this case. On the diesel
engine shaft there are the torque given by the engineTd and the load torqueTload, which,
depending on the system, consists of the torque of the hydraulic systemThyd,tot, the torque
converterTtc and the electric machine torqueTem connected to the same shaft.

Td +

-Tload

1
Jd

∫ ωd 60
2π

nd
Td,max

ndTd,ref

1
τds+1

Td
ηd

nd

Pd =
2πTdnd

60

Pd,in = Pd

kηd

Pd,in ∫ Ed

min
(

Td,max, Td,ref

)

trans.
cons.

k

Fig. 2.31: Block diagram of the diesel engine model.τd is the diesel engine time constant,nd the diesel
engine rotational speed, and the factork takes the transient fuel consumption into account.

The input energy to the diesel engine is calculated by the static efficiency map of the engine.
Dynamic states, however, have a significant influence on the engine consumption [95]. In
transients, the consumption increases for instance because of the lag in the turbocharger; in
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transients, the turbocharger takes time to accelerate to the new operating point speed level
and the air-fuel-ratio becomes non-favourable. In addition, the cylinder walls may get moist,
which degrades the combustion [96]. During fast transients, the consumption can be even
doubled compared with the static consumption [97].

Behaviour of this kind cannot only be modeled by the static efficiency map, and therefore,
the method suggested by Lindgren and Hansson [97] is used. During transients, the diesel
fuel consumption is calculated by using the static efficiency map and dividing the figure by
the transient consumption factork. Lindgren and Hansson introduced consumption curves
that are dependent on changes in speed and torque. Figure 2.32 shows an example of a diesel
engine static efficiency map and its maximum torque and powercurves.
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Fig. 2.32: Diesel engine static efficiency map with maximum torque and power curves.

The example map shows that the best efficiency point in staticoperation is over 0.40, and it is
in this case reached at 0.88Td,max. The power of the diesel engine in this point is about 0.75
Pd,max. For example, the best efficiency is, in practice, always found at a speed close to the
speed of the maximum torque point. This speed is usually low compared with the maximum
speed of the engine. At such a low speed, the relative friction losses and the gas exchange
losses remain at lowest.
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2.4 Torque converter

A torque converter is needed in some parallel hybrid systemswhere the diesel motor is used
to power all machine actions. Usually, such a machine must have an automatic gearbox with
a torque converter. The torque converter makes the modelling of the energy efficiency of a
working machine somewhat complicated. The torque converter can also be modelled either
statically or dynamically. A dynamic model of a torque converter is given for instance in [98].
Once again, it is very difficult to find all the parameters needed to model a torque converter.
The dynamic model describes the fluid flow in the converter, which makes it significantly
more realistic compared with the static modelling. Figure 2.33 illustrates the input and output
variables of a static model with the EMR presentation.

Ωtc,in

Ttc,in Ttc,out

Ωtc,out

Fig. 2.33: Representation of a static torque converter model using the EMR.

The block diagram of a torque converter is presented in Fig. 2.34. The input torque (from the
diesel engine) to the converterTtc,in and the outputTtc,out (to the gearbox) can be determined
when the inputΩtc,in and output angular velocitiesΩtc,out of the converter are known and
the torque ratioRT and the capacity factorKas functions of the relative angular velocityΩrel

are known.

Ωtc,in

Ωtc,out

min

(

Ωtc,in
Ωtc,out

,
Ωtc,out
Ωtc,in

)

max (|Ωtc,in|, |Ωtc,out|)

Ωrel

Ω

RT, K K

RT Torque calculation by
Eq. (2.58) and (2.59)

Ttc,in

Ttc,out

Fig. 2.34: Torque converter block diagram.

Figure 2.35 shows a possible torque ratio and capacity factor of a torque converter as a func-

tion of relative speed. The relative angular velocityΩrel = min
(

Ωtc,in

Ωtc,out
,
Ωtc,out

Ωtc,in

)

and the

angular velocityΩ = max (|Ωtc,in|, |Ωtc,out|) are used in torque calculation. The torque
converter input and output torques can be defined as
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Tin =







(

Ω

K

)2
, Ωtc,in > Ωtc,out

−RT

(

Ω

K

)2
, Ωtc,in ≤ Ωtc,out

(2.58)

Tout =







RT

(

Ω

K

)2
, Ωtc,in > Ωtc,out

−
(

Ω

K

)2
, Ωtc,in ≤ Ωtc,out.

(2.59)
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Fig. 2.35: Examples of the torque ratioRT, the efficiencyηtc and the capacity factorK as functions of
relative angular velocityΩrel [98], [99].

Figure 2.36 shows the efficiency of the torque converter as functions ofΩtc,in andΩtc,out

using the parameters of Fig. 2.35.
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Fig. 2.36: Examples of the efficiency in theΩtc,in Ωtc,out plane. Efficiency is determined in an area
whereΩtc,out < Ωtc,in.

The efficiency is calculated in an area whereΩtc,out < Ωtc,in. The maximum efficiency of
the torque converter 0.82 is reached at a relative angular velocity of about 0.78. The smaller
the relative angular velocityΩrel is, the lower is the efficiency of the torque converters. The
losses of the torque converter are emphasized especially atstarts, where a high torque is
needed at a low speed. The instantaneous losses of a torque converter can exceed 80% of
the input power [100]. In our case example, the simulated torque converter losses consume
35% of all input energy to the traction system when using the example load. Beck [101] has
measured similar losses in the case of a rubber-tyred loader.
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2.5 Gear and transmission

The gearbox and final drive EMR is shown in Fig. 2.37, whereTd is the diesel engine torque,
Ttrans the gearbox torque,Tdiff the final drive torque,Ωd the diesel engine angular velocity,
Ωtrans the gearbox angular velocity andΩdiff the final drive angular velocity.Td andΩtrans

are the inputs andTtrans andΩd are the outputs of the gearbox model.Ttrans andΩdiff are
the inputs andTdiff andΩtrans are the outputs of the final drive model.

Td

Ωd

Ttrans

Ωtrans

G

Tdiff

Ωdiff

Gearbox

Differential
final drive

Fig. 2.37: Representation of a gearbox and differential final drive model using the EMR.

The gearbox and the final drive can be modelled by the block diagram of Fig. 2.38, where
ηtrans is the gearbox efficiency,ηdiff is the final drive efficiency,itrans(G) the gear ratio
depending on the gearG used andidiff is the fixed gear ratio of the final drive. The powerc is
dependent on the power flow direction, if the power is transmitted from the diesel to the tyres
(P ≥ 0), c = 1, and if the power tries to flow in the opposite direction(P < 0), c = −1.

Ωtrans

G

Td

Ωd = Ωtransitrans(G)

Ttrans = Tditrans(G)ηctrans

Ωd

Ttrans

Ωdiff
Ωtrans = Ωdiff idiff

Tdiff = Ttransidiffη
c
diff

Ωtrans

Tdiff

Gearbox Differential
Final Drive

Fig. 2.38: Block diagrams of the gearbox and the final drive.

In the simulations we have used the gearbox efficiency ofηtrans = 0.92 and the final drive
efficiency ofηdiff = 0.90. In the simulated work cycle, the gearbox losses were about 5%
and the final drive losses about 7% of the energy fed into the traction drive. Beck [101] has
obtained similar losses for the gearbox in the case of a rubber-tyred loader.
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2.6 Friction forces

Figure 2.39 illustrates the tyre and frame model of the machine using the EMR.Feq is the
equivalent force of a tyre,Fbrake is the brake force,Ftot the sum of the tyre and brake forces
(Ftot = Feq + Fbrake), Fres the friction forces affecting the machine andvveh is the vehicle
speed.

Tdiff

Ωdiff

Feq

vveh

Ftot

vveh

vveh

Fres

Fbrake vveh

Wheel
Mechanical

coupling Chassis

Fig. 2.39: Representation of the friction model using the EMR.

The tyre equivalent output force isFeq = Tdiff

rwheel
, whererwheel is the radius of the wheel. The

speed of the vehiclevveh can be solved with the forcesFtot andFres

vveh =

∫

Ftot − Fres

mveh
dt (2.60)

and with the speed, also the wheel angular velocityΩdiff = vveh
rwheel

is found.

The friction forcesFres are mass and speed dependent. The forces taken into account are
[102], [103]:

• air dragFair = 1
2ρCdAf (vveh + vwind)

2, where

– ρ represents the air density,

– Cd is the air drag coefficient,

– Af is the front cross-sectional area,

– vveh is the machine speed and

– vwind is the wind speed
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• the inclination of the road causes a forceFslope = mvehg sinβ, where

– mveh is the total mass of the vehicle,

– g is the gravitational constant and

– β is the road inclination angle

• rolling friction Froll = kmvehg, where

– k is the rolling friction coefficient

• the force caused by the wheel moment of inertiaFwheel =
1
2mwheelr

2
wheel,effα

rwheel
, where

– mwheel is the mass of the wheel

– rwheel,eff is the effective radius of the tyre and

– α angular acceleration.

Typical values of the air drag coefficientCd and the rolling friction coefficientk are presented
in Table 2.7.

Table 2.7: Typical values of the air drag coefficientCd and the rolling friction coefficientk [104]–
[107].

Cd [-] k [-]

Light-duty vehicles 0.3–0.35 0.008–0.01

Heavy-duty vehicles 0.58–0.78 0.005–0.02

2.7 Working hydraulics

The working hydraulics is not modelled in this work, but the loads caused by a virtual ma-
chine are fed directly into the model as time-dependent loadcurves. At the Department of
Intelligent Hydraulics and Automation at Tampere University of Technology, the power de-
mand of the working hydraulics used in the case working machine has been modelled by a
combined simulation model based on measurement results. The simulation model is a com-
bination of the Amesim and Simulink simulation software. The power demand has been
determined for the present working machine, in which the energy recovery or recycling from
one actuator to another is not possible.

The power demand is also determined for the working hydraulics used in the hybrid systems;
the hydraulics is implemented by pump-motor unit that enable energy recovery and reuse. In
this doctoral thesis, the power curves determined for the hydraulics by the TUT IHA are used
in the simulations. The power curves are converted into corresponding torque loads for the
system. Figure 2.40 demonstrates the working hydraulics EMR.
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Ωem

Thyd

Hyd

Fig. 2.40: Working hydraulics EMR.
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Chapter 3

Simulation model of a hybrid
working machine

Hybrid systems are illustrated graphically by using the EMRpresentation. This chapter fo-
cuses on presenting the interconnections between the subcomponents of the hybrid system
model introduced in the previous chapter. The described hybrid systems are the parallel,
parallel-series and series hybrid system.

In a pure parallel hybrid system, both the traction and working hydraulics are driven by the
parallel hybrid principle using the diesel genset, which ismechanically connected both to
the hydraulic pumps and to the torque converter [108]. In a pure series hybrid system, all
actions of the working machine are driven by electric motors, and there is no mechanical
connection to the diesel, which is only used to rotate a generator to generate electricity for
the machine [108]. In a parallel-series hybrid system, the working hydraulics is diesel genset
driven and the traction is electric motor driven.

3.1 Parallel hybrid

In the parallel hybrid system, the traction is implemented by using a torque converter with a
lock-up, a five-gear gearbox and a fixed final drive. The hydraulic pumps are fixed with the
diesel genset on a common shaft. The main lifting movement ofthe working hydraulics is
delivered by a pump-motor unit enabling energy recovery from the lowering. The hydraulics
output is controlled by the swash-plate angle control of thepump-motor unit. Negative swash-
plate angles provide an opportunity of regenerating while the rotational direction of the whole
system remains the same. This is necessary in a parallel hybrid system, where the diesel
genset is rotating on a common shaft with the pump. Regenerated power can be recycled to
other simultaneous functions needing power or converted back to the energy storage through
the electric drive.
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In a parallel hybrid drive, the original diesel engine can bereplaced by a smaller one when
the task of the electric machine is to take care of the positive and negative power peaks in the
system. The electric machine is directly attached on the diesel crankshaft to build a genset.
Depending on the power flow and control of the system, the electric energy storage selected
can be either a battery or a supercapacitor. Figure 3.1 illustrates a parallel hybrid system.
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Fig. 3.1: EMR of the parallel hybrid system.

Figure 3.2 shows the control principle of the parallel hybrid system. In a parallel hybrid
system, the genset speed is the control object. By the appropriate dimensioning of the genset
and the transmission with respect to the load cycle, it is possible to drive the genset at a
desired reference speed irrespective of the load of the system. The reference speed of the
diesel engine is selected according to the velocity of the mobile machine. Both the diesel
engine and the electric machine torque controllers participate in keeping the desired speed.
The electric machine can react in milliseconds while the diesel engine reacts in hundreds of
milliseconds. A low-pass filter (LPF) affects the transientcapability of the diesel engine. The
lower is the limiting frequency of the LPF, the less the diesel engine reacts to load changes.
The SoC of the storage affects the torque reference of the diesel engine.
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Fig. 3.2: Control principle of the parallel hybrid system.

The SoC-dependent power referencePSOC defining the battery charging power is [109]

PSOC = kSOC tan

(

π

2

SOCref − SOC (t)

∆SOC

)

, (3.1)

where∆SOC is the maximum allowed SoC deviation.

Figure 3.3 depicts the charging powerPSOC of the energy storage. The lower the SoC is, the
higher power is needed. If the storage charge tends to reach too high values, the less power
from the diesel will be asked for, and correspondingly, the electric machine on the same shaft
produces a larger proportion of the mechanical power needed.
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Fig. 3.3: Charging power based on the SoC of the battery or supercapacitor.
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Advantages of the parallel hybrid system:

+ often the simplest first step to be taken when a new hybrid machine is built based on a
traditional diesel-driven machine,

+ direct pump control of the working hydraulics, which guarantees both minimum losses
in the control and provides an option for energy recovery,

+ recycling of the recovered energy between the actuators and

+ only one electric machine drive with only one converter andenergy storage needed

and challenges:

– energy recovery from the traction drive is possible only when the torque converter is
locked,

– the operating range of the diesel motor cannot be freely selected according to the needs
of a certain operation while another, more important, operation dictates the diesel speed
and

– optimal control of a parallel hybrid system is complicated.

3.2 Parallel-series hybrid system

Again, the diesel genset provides all the mechanical power needed for the hydraulic system
but the traction system is now implemented by an electric drive. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
main components of a parallel-series hybrid system. The pumps are on the same shaft with
the genset. As the traction drive now has no mechanical connection to the genset, the genset
speed can be selected independent of the traction, which helps in controlling the hydraulic
systems. As there is no mechanical connection, there is neither need for a torque converter,
and an electric traction machine alone can be responsible for the propulsion torque of the
working machine. However, there is a need for a gearbox and a final drive gear. If only the
final drive were present, the traction motor dimensioning would become very large.

In the parallel-series hybrid system, the original diesel engine can be replaced by a signif-
icantly smaller diesel engine. The traction system is converted into a series hybrid system.
The electric energy storage can again be implemented eitherby a battery or a supercapacitor.

In the parallel-series hybrid system, the reference torqueof the diesel engine depends on the
diesel reference power. The power should be produced with ashigh efficiency as possible.
Therefore, the reference speed of the diesel is selected according to the efficiency map. Both
the diesel and electric machine controls affect the speed control. The propulsion motor is
speed controlled. Its torque is defined in the speed control chain by the speed controller
tuning parameters based on the difference between the actual and reference speeds. Figure
3.5 presents a block diagram of the system.
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Fig. 3.4: EMR of the parallel-series hybrid system.
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Benefits of the parallel-series hybrid mobile machine:

+ direct pump control of the hydraulic system enabling high efficiency,

+ direct energy recycling between the different loops of thehydraulic system without
intermediate conversion into electricity,

+ no highly lossy torque converter; energy recovery from thetraction is easy and

+ independent control of the traction motor; no direct effect on the genset speed, and
therefore, on the hydraulic pump control

and challenges:

– the diesel speed is still not freely selectable as the hydraulic system needs a certain
mechanical speed even though the power of the system should be low, and

– system control is complicated.

3.3 Series hybrid system

In a series hybrid system, the diesel engine is totally disconnected from the mechanics. All the
power for all working machine functions is delivered electrically. Both the traction and the
hydraulic systems are fully electric drive operated. Despite the mechanical disconnection,
the hydraulic pumps are still pump-motor units in this case,even though there might also
be an option of driving the hydraulic systems with separate fixed displacement hydraulic
machines capable of rotating in both directions and therebyallowing full electric drive control
for the position of the hydraulic cylinders. However, pump-motor units provide a simpler
configuration as only one electric machine is needed to rotate all the pumps.

The traction is constructed with a traction electric machine, gearbox and a fixed final drive.
In a series hybrid system, the traction motor, the hydraulics motor and the diesel motor can
all be controlled separately based on the long-term balanceof the electric energy storage.
Therefore, the diesel engine can really be operated close toits best operating point.

In a series hybrid drive, the original diesel can be replacedby a significantly smaller diesel
depending on the power capacity of the electric energy storage. The diesel genset now pro-
duces all the electric energy needed in the system to power the hydraulics-driving motor and
the traction motor and to keep the SoC in the battery. Depending on the system configuration,
the energy storage can be either a battery or a supercapacitor. In the case of a powerful and
large enough electric energy storage, the diesel genset canbe driven at the average power of
the system in a high efficiency point providing the best possible efficiency of the generation.
Another option is to drive the genset in the best efficiency point of the diesel and turn the
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genset off when the battery is full. Figure 3.6 provides the block diagram of a series hybrid
system.
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Fig. 3.6: EMR of the series hybrid system.

The power reference for the diesel in the series hybrid system depends on the load power
and SoC of the electric energy storage. The power reference is produced by using the
load instantaneous powerPload (t) and the load moving average powerPload,mave (t) =
∫ t

t−tp

Pload(t)
tp

dt, wheretp indicates how long a period is used for averaging the power. A
long period needs a high energy capacity in the battery. The instantaneous power and moving
average power will be weighted byC1 andC2

P ′
d,ref (t) = C1Pload (t) + C2Pload,mave (t) , (3.2)

0 ≤ C1 ≤ 1 andC2 = 1 − C1.
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In addition to the previous power reference, a SoC-dependent power referencePSOC must
be added to the genset power reference, and the power reference now calculated will be low-
pass-filtered to guarantee a smooth control of the diesel. The diesel speed and generator
torque references will be selected according to the power reference calculated to reach the
best possible genset efficiency. The optimal torque reference function is produced by the
diesel efficiency map, and therefore, the reference speed ofthe diesel is selected accordingly.

Pload
P ′

d,ref = C1Pload + C2Pload,mave

P ′
d,ref

SOC Pd,ref = P ′
d,ref + PSOC

P∗
d,ref

LPF
Pd,ref

Fig. 3.7: Determining the diesel engine reference power.

The traction motor and the motors driving the working hydraulics are speed controlled. The
traction motor torque reference is generated in the speed controller based on the error between
the reference speed and the actual speed. The speed controller of the hydraulics motor works
similarly. Figure 3.8 presents the main idea of controllingthe motors of the series hybrid
working machine.
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Benefits of a series hybrid working machine:

+ working hydraulics can freely be implemented by the pump control guaranteeing the
highest possible flexibility and energy efficiency,

+ energy recycling is possible between different functions,

+ no torque converter required; energy recovery from the driving movement is easy,

+ no mechanical connection between the hydraulics and the traction enables free control,

+ diesel operating point can be selected freely and

+ system control is straightforward and easy

and challenges:

- at least three electric machines and their power electronic units are needed,

- direct pump control often needs several units to achieve flexible behaviour and

- large changes are needed in the machine configuration when an existing working ma-
chine is converted into a series hybrid one.
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Chapter 4

Case study and results

In the case study, a 60 000 kg working machine is studied. Its original diesel engine can
yield 300 kW of power. The transmission is implemented by using a non-lock-up torque
converter, a four-step gearbox and a final drive. The machinehas three servo-valve-controlled
hydraulic functions. There are no options for energy recovery neither from the traction nor
the hydraulics.

4.1 Hybridization process

Hybridization of a working machine commences by defining thework cycles and correspond-
ing loads for all the main components of the machine. In this work, the basic working op-
erations of the case machine have originally been measured from an actual diesel-operated
machine working in its normal working environment. The basic operations have been used to
determine the work cycles for the machine by combining different basic operations in series.
After defining or measuring an actual work cycle, the cycle has to be analysed. The work
cycle should reveal the purpose for which the energy is consumed and whether there are cy-
cles that provide recovery opportunities. At least the following characteristic parameters have
to be determined: the maximum powerPload,max, average powerPload,mean and maximum
energyEload,max of a single action.

The hybrid system type will be selected based on the working machine work cycle. There
are no universal guidelines for the selection. Instead, depending on the work cycle and di-
mensioning of the machine, any hybridization type can be thebest. Obviously, the history of
the model series affects the selection of the hybrid system.The manufacturer has to decide
how radical changes it is ready to make to the machine. A parallel hybrid system can be
built with minimum changes to an existing diesel-operated machine, while the series hybrid
system results in a total redesign of the machine.
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In a series hybrid system, the traction motor is dimensionedaccording to the performance
requirements of the machine using the speed reference as an input. The driving motor of
the hydraulic system instead is dimensioned based on the load caused by the hydraulics.
Dimensioning of the electric energy storage of the system, the diesel engine and the genset
generator all depend on each other. The most challenging task in a hybridization process is to
find the best match for the dimensioning of the electric energy storage, the diesel motor size
and the electrical machine performance in a certain mobile working machine to minimize the
fuel consumption. After the selection of the hybrid system type and components, the fuel
consumption in a typical work cycle is calculated by simulations, and the payback period of
the hybridization is determined based on the fuel savings during the cycle. The process is
iterative and must be repeated several times to find the optimum or desired payback period.

In a parallel hybrid system, the genset components, that is,the diesel engine and the electrical
machine, must produce the maximum power needed from the mechanical power unit. It is
possible to divide the maximum power in many ways between thediesel and the electrical
machine. The preconditions are that the diesel power must beat least the average power
of the system plus losses (Pd,max ≥ Pload,mean + Ploss) and that the diesel engine and the
electrical machine together with the energy storage can produce the maximum power needed
(Pd,max + Pem,max ≥ Pload,max). The power of the electric energy storage must be at least
the maximum power of the electrical machine.

In a parallel-series hybrid system, the genset must be capable of yielding the maximum power
of the working hydraulics (Pd,max +Pem,max ≥ Phyd,max), the energy storage has to be able
to produce the traction drive maximum power (Pes,max ≥ Pdrive,max), the diesel engine and
the storage must be capable of delivering the maximum load power (Pd,max + Pes,max ≥
Pload,max) and the diesel engine power must be at least the average power of the load plus
the losses (Pd,max ≥ Pload,mean + Ploss).

In a series hybrid system, the precondition is that the diesel and the energy storage together
can supply the maximum power of the system (Pd,max +Pes,max ≥ Pload,max) and the diesel
engine power must be at least the average power of the system plus the losses (Pd,max ≥
Pload,mean + Ploss).

The difficulty in selecting the main components for a hybrid system is that despite the bound-
ary conditions, there is, in principle, an infinite number ofcombinations. An extra difficulty
is imposed by the control of the system as it is possible to apply several different control
methods, resulting again in different energy efficiencies of the system. The mathematical
modelling of a hybrid system is so complicated that no simpleoptimization algorithms can
be developed. In this work, a few different hybridization options are analysed in detail to be
able to show their effects on the fuel economy. The dimensioning and component selections
have partly been made in collaboration with actual machine manufacturers.
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Hybridization process:

1. Load cycle definition

2. Selection of the hybridization type

Parallel hybrid

Parallel-series hybrid

Series hybrid

3. Dimensioning

Electric energy storage

Diesel engine

Electrical machine/machines

4. Fuel consumption and payback period

4.2 Work cycle

The work cycle of the original case machine has been defined bymeasurements in the authen-
tic environment of the machine. The work cycle contains five different work functions. The
working machine speed, the load mass and the power consumption of the working hydraulics
have been defined in different work functions. Figs. 4.1a–4.1e show the speed, the mass and
the working hydraulics power in per unit values during different work functions. Actuator 1
provides the main lifting function of the working machine whereas Actuators 2 and 3 are for
secondary functions.
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(b) Work function 2.

Work function 3
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(c) Work function 3.

Work function 4
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(d) Work function 4.

Work function 5
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(e) Work function 5.

Fig. 4.1: Working machine speed, load mass and hydraulics per unit power in different work functions.

The complete work cycle has been composed by selecting and repeating the above-mentioned
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work functions in a suitable way, see Table 4.1. The durationof the whole cycle is 4 h and 18
min.

Table 4.1: Composition of the work cycle for the case machine.

Work function Quantity

Work function 1 17

Work function 2 16

Work function 3 20

Work function 4 15

Work function 5 5

Figure 4.2 illustrates the energy consumption of the above-mentioned work cycle with the
original machine. The energies are in per unit values. Negative energies represent recovery
options.
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Fig. 4.2: Energy consumed by the traction and the hydraulics during a work cycle and the energy
recoverable from the work cycle.

42% of the diesel output energy is used in the working hydraulics and 58% in the traction.
22% of the total energy use is recoverable. Energy can be recovered from the kinetic energy
of the working machine and from hydraulic actuator 1. 41% (9%of the total energy) of
the recoverable energy comes from the kinetic energy and 59%(13% of the total) from the
potential energy of the hydraulic actuators.

Figure 4.3 presents the load cycle energy distribution. Actuator 1 needs 22%, actuator 2 10%
and actuator 3 11% of the total energy. In the traction, 23% ofthe energy is consumed during
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acceleration and 35% in friction. Rolling friction is the major friction component. The air
drag and the acceleration of the wheel inertias are also taken into account.

Actuator 1: 22%

Actuator 2: 10%

Actuator 3: 11%

Resistance

forces: 35%

Acceleration: 23%

Fig. 4.3: Distribution of energy consumption between hydraulic actuators1, 2 and 3 and traction
(acceleration + friction).

Exact information of the work cycle shows where the energy isconsumed and how much
recovery potential there is in the work cycle. An analysis ofthe work cycle also reveals how
much certain functions should be adjusted to improve the energy efficiency of the machine. If
some actuator consumes a negligible amount of energy, it is probably not advisable to equip
it with an energy recovery capability. On the other hand, theactuator that shows the highest
potential for recovery should be studied in more detail fromthe energy efficiency perspective.
In this case, actuator 1 provides good recovery potential while actuators 2 and 3 have only
very limited potential for recovery.

4.3 Component dimensioning

Component dimensioning is based on the work cycle and performance requirements. This
section studies the selection of the main components of the case machine.

4.3.1 Traction motor

In a series hybrid system, the traction motor alone providesthe torque needed for the traction
wheels. Therefore, the speed-torque curve of the traction motor, the gearbox and the final
drive together define the traction drive performance, that is, the maximum acceleration, trac-
tion force and speed. When defining the main dimensions of the traction motor, the desired
performance and the machine dimensions and mass have to be known in order to calculate
the acceleration and friction forces. When these are known, based on the transmission prop-
erties, it is possible to define the operating points and timeintervals of the traction drive in the
speed–torque plane. In the following, the traction motor dimensioning process is described
with a case example.
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1. Working machine performance

• Maximum speed

– 30km/h

• Traction force

– Maximum traction force 250 kN at 2.5km/h

– Traction force 70 kN at 8km/h

• Acceleration

– Acceleration between 0–15km/h, 13 s

– Acceleration between 0–20km/h, 18 s

2. The main dimensions and mass of the machine

• Working machine massmveh = 60 000 kg

• Front surfaceAf = 10 m2

• Radius of the wheelrwheel = 0.8 m

3. Definition of the friction forcesFres; see Section 2.6

• Rolling frictionFroll

– Rolling friction coefficientk = 0.02

• ForceFslope caused by the surface inclination

– Surface inclinationβ = 0 rad

• Air dragFair

– Air drag coefficienctCd = 0.79

4. Definition of the speed reference for the machinevveh,ref based for instance on mea-
surements

5. Gear ratios and efficiencies

• Final drive

– Final drive gear ratioidiff = 45

– Efficiencyηdiff = 0.90

• Gearbox

– Gear ratiositrans (G) = [−0.63,−2.2,−4.2, 4.2, 2.2, 1.4, 0.97, 0.63]

– Efficiencyηtrans = 0.92

6. Definition of the traction motor working points in the (n, T ) plane.

• Tem = mveha+Fres

itrans(G)idiffηtransηdiff
rwheel

• nem = 60
vveh,ref itrans(G)idiff

2πrwheel
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The working points for the traction motor of the series hybrid drive have been calculated
based on the above information with the work cycles given in Section 4.2. Figure 4.4 shows
the gear shifts. The red arrows indicate the speeds at which the gear is shifted to a higher
speed, and the blue arrows show the places where the gear ratio is changed to a lower speed.

-3 -2 2 3 4 5

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

−3 → −2

−2 → −1
−1 → 0
0 → 1

2 → 3 3 → 4 4 → 5

−2 → −3 −1 → −2

2 → 1
1 → 0

0 → −1

3 → 2 4 → 3 5 → 4

v[km/h]

Fig. 4.4: Gear shifts.

The dimensioning of the traction motor of a series hybrid system is based on the operating
range of the traction motor. Figs. 4.5a–4.5d show the traction motor speed, torque and power
in different work functions.
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(a) Work function 1.
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(b) Work function 2.

Work function 3
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(c) Work function 3.

Work function 4 and 5
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(d) Work functions 4 and 5.

Fig. 4.5: Traction motor speed, torque and power. The gear ratio is alsoindicated.

During different work functions, the maximum torque neededis about 1655 Nm; however,
during deceleration the traction motor should be capable ofbraking at a -3000 Nm torque.
It is not necessarily advisable to dimension the traction motor or its converter large enough
to be capable of braking with the desired torque. Mechanicalbrakes can also be used if this
can be proven to be the most economical solution. Table 4.2 gives the traction motor RMS
powers and torques in different work functions.
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Table 4.2: Traction motor RMS powers and torques in different work functions.

Work function Pdrive,RMS [kW] Tdrive,RMS [Nm]

Work function 1 43 351

Work function 2 38 349

Work function 3 60 438

Work function 4 and 5 57 424

Figure 4.6 shows the motor working range in the rotating torque–speed plane with per unit
time periods for the work cycle presented above in Table 4.1.The traction motor operation is
given with absolute torque values, which means that the presentation contains both positive
and negative torques. However, negative torques below -1655 Nm are not included in the
presentation. The traction motor is, therefore, not capable of utilizing all the braking energy.

The performance requirements define the working points thatthe motor has to meet. The
maximum speed of the machine is 30km/h, and it is reached with the fifth gear at the
traction motor rotational speed of 2820 rpm. The maximum traction force (250 kN at 2.5
km/h ) corresponds to the traction motor operating point with thefirst gear at 1570 rpm and
1280 Nm. The traction force 70 kN at 8km/h is reached at the third gear at 1670 rpm and
1075 Nm or with the fourth gear at 1160 rpm and 1550 Nm. Figure 4.6 also presents these
performance requirement points (250 kN at 2.5km/h the1st gear) and (70 kN at 8km/h at
the3rd or 4th gear) as motor operating points.
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Fig. 4.6: Traction motor operation in the torque–speed plane with per unit time periods during the
whole work cycle (17 periods of work function 1, 16 ps. of work function 2, 20 ps. of work function 3,
15 ps. of work function 4 and 5 ps. of work function 5 ). During the whole cycle, the motor operates at
T < 79 Nm andn < 127 rpm 35% of the time. The RMS value of the load is 54 kW and the RMS torque
407 Nm. The figure also shows the required operating points.
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The traction motor of the series hybrid drive could be for instance a water-cooled 90 kW (440
Nm and 1981 rpm) induction machine. The maximum torque of such a motor is 2000 Nm.
The parameters of the motor have been given in Table 4.3 and its efficiency map in Fig. 4.7.

Table 4.3: 90 kW traction motor parameters.

Nominal power Pn 90 kW

Nominal voltage Un 690 V

Nominal current In 153 A

Nominal frequency fn 100 Hz

Number of pole pairs p 3

Nominal speed nn 1981 rpm

Nominal torque Tn 440 Nm

Stator resistance Rs 0.037Ω

Rotor resistance Rr 0.046Ω

Magnetizing inductance Lm 10 mH

Stator leakage inductance Lsσ 0.41 mH

Rotor leakage inductance Lrσ 0.42 mH

Outer diameter of the statorDse 438 mm

Inner diameter of the stator Ds 300 mm

Core length lc 278 mm

Mass m 680 kg

Diameter D 563 mm

Length l 1034 mm
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Fig. 4.7: Efficiency map of the traction motor.

The 90 kW induction motor designed for the mobile machine is well capable of meeting the
performance requirements of the mobile machine. All the performance points are located in
the operating area. The rated power and torque are higher than any RMS power or torque
value in the whole work cycle or different work functions.

Figure 4.8 illustrates the accelerationsvveh,ref 0–15km/h in 13 seconds and 0–20km/h in
18 seconds and the performance with the induction motor designed above. The motor meets
the requirements.
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Fig. 4.8: Acceleration of the working machine by using the motor designedabove 0–15km/h and 0–20
km/h.

4.3.2 Dimensioning of the energy storage and energy storagelifetime

In the dimensioning of the energy storage, the boundary conditions are set by the mass,
volume and price. Naturally, there has to be place for the energy storage in the machine, and
therefore, a small storage volume is desired. Moreover, thevoltage of the energy storage has
to be such that the storage can be directly connected to the DClink of the inverter, unless
a DC-DC converter is used. A key criterion in the dimensioning of the energy storage is
that the storage can be implemented with components available in the market. Further, the
lifetime of the energy storage has to be long enough, and the price of the storage should also
be reasonable. Finally, the investment should be economically feasible.

Therefore, the capacity of the energy storage should not necessarily be so high that for in-
stance all the recoverable power could be stored in it. For example, single high braking power
peaks do not necessarily contain enough energy so that the power rating of the energy storage
should be selected according to such a value.

The theoretical optimal dimensioning of the energy storagein a series hybrid drive can be
determined by simulations. However, it may not be possible to implement the energy storage
used in the simulations with an actual energy storage cell ormodule. Figure 4.9 illustrates
the work cycle used to determine the energy storage capacityand its influence on the fuel
consumption. This cycle consists of the work functions introduced in Section 4.2. Each of
the functions is repeated once.
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Fig. 4.9: Load cycle used in assessing the influence of the energy storage capacity on the mobile ma-
chine fuel consumption. The energies of individual power peaks are indicated in the lower illustration
in the center of power peaks.

Figure 4.9 illustrates the power levels of the working hydraulics, the traction and the total
power. The figure also shows the energy amounts of single power peaks. The maximum load
power is 225 kW, the minimum power is –160 kW and the average power 40 kW. A single
power peak contains 0.8 kWh of energy at maximum.
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The theoretical optimal dimensioning of the energy storagein a series hybrid system is found
by simulations.

• In the simulation, the following items are varied:

– Energy capacityEes,

– Power capacityPes,

– Maximum powerPd,max of the diesel engine and

– Control parameters (C1, C2, τLPF) of the diesel engine.

• The boundary conditions used in the simulations are:

– The total output power of the diesel engine and the energy storage must be at least
225 kW.

– The following error margins must be met:

* error in the travelling length (∆s) < 2%, error in the speed (∆vveh) < 2%,
error in the working hydraulics energy (∆E) < 5%.

– The SoC at the end of the simulation must not have an error higher than±1%.

– The no-load power of the diesel engine is 10% of the diesel engine maximum
power or at least 10 kW.

* Cutting down the power of the diesel engine does not have an impact on
all no-load powers required. Indeed, the frictions of the diesel engine are
reduced, yet the powers required by the auxiliary systems, such as lights,
blowers, power steering and the like will remain.

Figure 4.10 illustrates the behaviour of the fuel consumption as a function of different power
and energy capacities of the energy storage. The energy capacity is varied between 1 kWh
and 19 kWh, and the power capacity is varied from 50 kW to 300 kW.
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Fig. 4.10: Diesel fuel consumption in the series hybrid system as a functionof power and energy
capacities of the energy storage. The diesel engine size is selected in each case so that the minimum
fuel consumption is reached.

The smaller the energy storage is, the higher is the fuel consumption. With a 50 kW, 1 kWh
energy storage, the consumption in the cycle is 5.7 litres. With a 300 kW and 20 kWh energy
storage, the consumption is 3.8 litres. The power capacity of the storage is more important
than the energy capacity.
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However, it is difficult to cover the above areas with practical components as high-power
super capacitors have too small an energy capacity. The mostviable storage in this case
seems to be a large enough LiTi battery that can reach the desired power. In such a case, the
energy storage capability is more than enough for the application.

When a low-power capacity storage is used, the diesel engine has to react faster in transients,
which again increases the consumption. Using a low-power storage also results in a need for
a large diesel engine, which has a higher no-load consumption.

With a high-power capacity energy storage, the diesel engine does not have to react at all to
load changes. The task of the diesel engine in such a case is totake care of the SoC of the
storage. The diesel power variations can be kept to a minimum, and in theory, a 40 kW diesel
could work at a constant power resulting in a consumption of 3.7 l and an efficiency of 0.41.
The series hybrid could also be constructed without any energy storage. In such a case, the
diesel engine has to react to all power needs.

Figure 4.11 illustrates the minimum and maximum powers of the diesel engine and the energy
efficiency of the engine using energy storages of different sizes.
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Fig. 4.11: Diesel engine efficiency, minimum and maximum powers and SoC of the energy storage
during the work cycle.
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When an electric energy storage with a 50 kW peak power is used,the rated power of the
diesel engine has to be 224 kW. When an electric energy storagewith a 100 kW peak power
is used, a diesel engine with the rated power of 150 kW is employed. In other cases, the rated
power of the diesel engine is selected to be 66 kW. The larger an energy storage (measured
by power and energy capacity) is used, the smaller the dieselengine power variation is during
the load cycle. Figure 4.11b depicts the diesel engine energy efficiency during the load cycle
with different energy storages. The diesel engine efficiency varies, depending on the energy
storage capacity, between 0.33 and 0.40. The larger an energy storage is used, the smaller
power variations the diesel engine will experience during the load cycle. In such a case,
the diesel can be made to operate as close to its best operating point as possible. Further,
emissions are reduced when the power variations of the diesel engine are small. With a large
energy storage, the system dynamics is improved. A future diesel engine will react more and
more slowly to transients, and its dynamics will be considerably smaller than the dynamics
of electrical machines.

Figure 4.11c illustrates the maximum and minimum SoCs. In a large-capacity storage, the
SoC varies only slightly and the lifetime of the storage is thereby longer. In a small energy
storage, the SoC varies a lot; for example with a 1 kWh storage,the SoC varies between
0.35 and 0.97. Such a storage must be a supercapacitor as batteries do not tolerate such a
behaviour. In the simulations, the supercapacitor voltagevaries between 60 and 100% of the
rated value. Such a voltage variation range is possible witha slightly overdimensioned volt-
age tolerance of the converter without a DC-DC converter, which, owing to its low efficiency,
easily degrades the energy efficiency of a hybrid system.

As stated above in Section 2.2, the energy storages suitablefor hybrid mobile working ma-
chines are the LiTi battery and the supercapacitor. In this study, the consideration of the
physical dimensions and prices of energy storages has been limited to storages suitable for
working machine applications. The physical dimensions of the energy storage have been
calculated by using the values given in Table 4.4 for LiTi batteries and supercapacitors.

Table 4.4: Specific energy, specific power, energy density, power density and price of a LiTi battery and
a supercapacitor [110], [111].

Lithium titanate Supercapacitor

Specific energy[Wh/kg] 51.9 2.26

Specific power[W/kg] 799 3600

Energy density[Wh/l] 106 2

Power density[W/l] 1673 3124

Price[e/kWh] 1800 40 000

In the applied energy-power range, the energy capacity of a LiTi battery is determined by
the power required. Hence, there is no 300 kW LiTi battery available, the energy of which
would be only 1 kWh. The power of a supercapacitor, again, is determined based on the
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energy capacity. Thus, there is no 1 kWh supercapacitor available, the power of which would
be only 50 kW. Figure 4.12 shows the areas in the power–energyplane covered by the LiTi
battery and the supercapacitor, when the allowed maximum volume of the energy storage is
3 m3. The maximum volume 3 m3 of the LiTi battery does not limit the area covered in the
power-energy plane, but the limit is set by the specific energy to specific power ratio of the
battery.
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Fig. 4.12: Areas in the power–energy plane covered by the LiTi batteryand the supercapacitor, when
the maximum allowed volume of the energy storage is 3 m3. The maximum volume 3 m3 of the LiTi
battery does not limit the area covered in the power-energy plane, but the limit is set by the specific
energy to specific power ratio of the battery.

Hence, the power–energy plane applied in the calculations cannot be achieved in full with a
LiTi battery or a supercapacitor. Figs. 4.13a and 4.13b depict the physical dimensions of the
energy storage in the power–energy plane.
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Fig. 4.13: Volume, massa and price of the energy storage.
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It is pointed out that both the volume and mass of the supercapacitor are significantly larger
than those of the LiTi battery. Moreover, Fig. 4.13c provides a comparison of the energy stor-
age prices; a LiTi battery seems to be a more viable choice forworking machine applications
than a supercapacitor, considering both the physical size and the price.

The hybrid systems addressed in this work have all been implemented without a DC-DC con-
verter and using electrical machines of 400 V line-to-line voltage. In that case, the voltage
level of the energy storage should be about 600 V to enable theimplementation without a
DC-DC converter. Hence, the above considerations are theoretical only, as it has not been
investigated whether the energy storages can be built of commercially available LiTi or su-
percapacitor cells or modules so that the above voltage requirement is met.

Next, the study focuses on investigating what kinds of energy storage packages could be
compiled from commercially available LiTi or supercapacitor cells or modules so that the
above voltage requirement can be met. Table 4.5 presents thecommercially available LiTi
and supercapacitor modules by which the energy storages of the case hybrid working machine
can be constructed.

Table 4.5: Voltage, power, energy, mass and volume of the commercially available LiTi and superca-
pacitor modules [110], [111].

Lithium titanate Supercapacitor

Module Altairnano 24 V 60 Ah Maxwell BMOD0063 125 V

Rated voltage[V] 24 125

Power[kW] 21.9 103

Energy[Wh] 1400 136.7

Mass[kg] 27.4 60.5

Volume
[

m3
]

0.013 0.07

By applying the 24 V 60 Ah modules by Altairnano and connecting 26 modules in series, it
is possible to construct an energy storage pack that meets the requirements of the working
machine. Similarly, by using seven Maxwell BMOD0063125 V supercapacitors connected in
series, an energy storage meeting the requirements is achieved. Table 4.6 gives the voltages,
powers, energy capacities, physical dimensions and estimated prices of the energy storage
packs constructed of the above modules.
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Table 4.6: Energy storages compiled of the lithium titanate battery and supercapacitor modules com-
mercially available.

Lithium titanate battery pack Supercapacitor pack

Connection 26× Altairnano 24 V 60 Ah
module in series

7× Maxwell BMOD0063 125 V
module in series

Rated voltage[V] 624 875

Power[kW] 355 721

Energy[kWh] 36.4 0.96

Mass[kg] 712 424

Volume
[

m3
]

0.34 0.49

Price[e] 60 000 40 000

Based on the theoretical approach of Fig. 4.13, we may conclude that the physical dimen-
sions and price of the LiTi battery are lower than those of thesupercapacitor. When taking
into account the voltage requirement of the energy storage and constructing an energy stor-
age of the modules commercially available, we obtain a LiTi battery for a working machine
application, the energy capacity of which is significantly high, 36.4 kWh. However, also the
physical dimensions and price of the battery pack increase.Nevertheless, the increase in the
energy capacity has a positive impact on the lifetime of the battery, which is beneficial for the
economical feasibility of the solution.

Lifetime calculation

The lifetime of a LiTi battery has been investigated in a solution introduced in Table 4.6 for
a working machine application; that is, by connecting 26 Altairnano 24 V 60 Ah modules in
series. Figure 4.14 depicts the power and SoC of the energy storage with a 36.4 kWh LiTi
battery.
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Fig. 4.14: Power and SoC of the energy storage with a 36.4 kWh LiTi battery.
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In Section 2.2, the cycle life of a LiTi battery was given for different depths of discharge. In
batteries used in hybrid working machines, the change in thedepth of discharge DoD consists
of a certain number of values occurring during a load cycle. Each of these DoD cycles
reduces the lifetime of the battery. Cycles with different DoDs have been determined by a
rainflow cycle method. In the rainflow method, the discharge cycles are idealized continuous-
amplitude cycles [112].

The lifetime of an energy storageLT can be determined as follows

LT =
tcycle

n
∑

i=1

Ni(DOD)
CLi(DOD)

, (4.1)

wheretcycle is the duration of the load cycle,Ni is the number of cycles with different DoDs
during the loading andCLi is the cycle life of the energy storage at different DoDs. We can
produce an equation fit for the cycle life of the LiTi battery illustrated in Fig. 2.27 as follows

CL = 1 ·108DOD−2. (4.2)

Figure 4.15 gives the number of cycles with different DoDs.
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Fig. 4.15: Number of LiTi battery cycles with different DoDs.

Moreover, it has to be kept in mind that the initial state of charge of the battery is 85%. Hence,
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the load cycle also includes a 0.5 cycle with a 25% of DoD. Table 4.7 lists the numbers of
cycles with different DoDs during loading and the corresponding cycle lifes.

Table 4.7: Numbers of LiTi battery cycles with different DoDs.

DoD [%] 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.9 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 25

Ni 119 11 7 1 0.5 2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

CLi 1010 1 ·109 4 ·108 2 ·108 3 ·107 2 ·107 2 ·107 1 ·107 1 ·107 2 ·105

The lifetime of the LiTi battery determined by Eq. (4.1) is ten years. In the lifetime cal-
culation, the battery temperature is assumed35 ◦C. In actual use, the battery temperature
varies, which should be taken into account when estimating the battery lifetime more accu-
rately. However, it is crucial to guarantee the low temperature of the battery.35 ◦C may be a
challenging level for many environments and may require a heat pump to cool the battery in
warm (50 ◦C) environments.

4.3.3 Dimensioning of the diesel genset

Dimensioning of the diesel genset is strongly dependent on the energy storage dimensioning.
In a series hybrid system, the genset + energy storage power must equal the maximum power
of the load. The genset must naturally be capable of producing at least the average power of
the system. Normally, the highest efficiency of a diesel engine is reached at about 50–75% of
the engine maximum power and at a considerably low speed. Forexample in the efficiency
map of Fig. 2.32, the maxcimum efficiency of the diesel engineis found at a 75% power
and about half of the speed corresponding to the maximum power. The diesel power must
therefore be about 130–200% of the average power needed. Thegenerator dimensioning
should also be performed so that it should operate close to its maximum efficiency point.

4.4 Simulation results

Different hybridization alternatives have a significant impact on the machine fuel consump-
tion. This section studies the fuel consumption of the case machine with different hybrid
systems and their dimensioning. Parallel, parallel-series and series-hybrid systems have been
simulated with three different diesel engine and energy storage dimensions. The boundary
condition for each of the systems is that the original performance must be maintained.

4.4.1 Energy consumption of different hybrid systems

The energy consumption of different hybrid systems has beendetermined by simulating the
machines by using the example work cycle. Each of the work functions have been simulated
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separately and the fuel consumptions have been added up. Three different combinations for
diesel engine energy storages have been used. In the parallel hybrid system, the combinations
are the following: the energy storage peak powers are 50 kW, 100 kW and 150 kW, and the
corresponding powers for the diesel diesel engine are 200 kW, 150 kW and 100 kW. In the
parallel-series and series hybrid, the powers for the energy storage are 100 kW, 150 kW and
200 kW and for the diesel engine 150 kW, 100 kW and 66 kW; Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: Sizes of the diesel engine, the electrical machines and the energy storage used in different
systems.

Original Parallel Parallel-series Series

Diesel
engine [kW]

300 200 150 100 150 100 66 150 100 66

Diesel
engine idle
power [kW]

30 20 15 10 15 10 10 15 10 10

Electrical
machine
[kW]

- 50 100 150 125 130 155 150 100 66

Drive motor
[kW]

- - - - 250 250 250 250 250 250

Working
hydraulics
electric
motor [kW]

- - - - - - - 250 250 250

Energy
storage
power [kW]

- 50 100 150 100 150 200 100 150 200

Energy
storage
[kWh]

- 3 3 3 5 5 5 8 8 8

Figure 4.16 illustrates the fuel consumptions of the working machine compared with the
consumption of the original working machine with the work cycle according to Table 4.1.
The consumption figures given include the diesel transient consumption according to [97].
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Fig. 4.16: Working machine per unit consumptions with different diesel engine and energy storage
combinations, the diesel transient consumption included. The original machine consumption is 100%.
Each system is simulated by using three different diesel engine and energy storage power combinations.
In the parallel hybrid systemPes = 50 kW,Pd = 200 kW (red),Pes = 100 kW andPd = 150 kW (blue)
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In all hybrid systems simulated, the fuel consumption increases when the rated power of the
energy storage decreases and the diesel engine increases. Fuel consumption of the alternative
hybrid systems and different maximum powers of the diesel engine and the energy storage
are presented in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9: Fuel consumption of the alternative hybrid systems with different maximum powers of the
diesel engine and the energy storage.

Parallel Parallel-series Series

Diesel engine [kW] 200 150 100 150 100 66 150 100 66

Energy storage
power [kW]

50 100 150 100 150 200 100 150 200

Fuel consumption
[%]

78 62 56 51 44 40 48 42 40

With a high-power energy storage, a small diesel engine can be chosen. Its no-load consump-
tion is low compared with the original. In the simulations, the no-load power is 10% of the
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rated power or at least 10 kW. A small diesel engine can be run close to its optimal efficiency
point while a large diesel engine almost always has to run in non-optimal areas.

When using a large-power energy storage and a small diesel engine, no transient driving
of the diesel engine is needed in practice, but it can very slowly move from one working
point to another. The transient extra consumption is thereby avoided, and the suitable diesel
engine can run close to its best efficiency point. Figure 4.17shows the diesel engine energy
efficiency when the transient consumption is included.
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Fig. 4.17: Energy efficiencies of diesel engines in different systems when the extra transient consumption
is included. The combinations are the same as above. In the original machine and in the hybrid systems,
Tier 4 class engines are used.

Figure 4.17 shows that the higher the diesel engine efficiency is, the smaller is the engine
itself and the higher the rated power of the energy storage. In the parallel hybrid system, the
energy efficiency of the diesel is 30% in the case of the 200 kW diesel, 31% with the 150 kW
diesel and 33% with the 100 kW diesel. In the parallel hybrid system, the diesel efficiency
is not significantly dependent upon the energy storage power. This is a result of the fact that
the diesel engine is always mechanically connected to the hydraulics and the traction, and
therefore, it has to react to their needs. The higher the storage power is, the more slowly the
diesel has to react to the load changes and the better will theenergy efficiency be.

In the case of the parallel-series hybrid, the diesel enginehas to react only to the load changes
of the hydraulics. If the energy storage power is small, the difference between the load power
and the energy storage power must be taken from the diesel engine, which, therefore, has to
run in transient states. The load of the diesel engine also has to react to the SoC of the energy
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storage. The extra fuel consumption caused by transients is, however, significantly lower than
in the parallel hybrid system.

In the series hybrid machine there is no mechanical connection between the diesel and the
mechanical load. Therefore, the diesel engine has to react only by the difference of the load
power minus the energy storage power. In addition to this, the diesel engine must keep the
SoC of the energy storage suitable. In theory, a series hybrid system can be driven so that the
diesel engine is running at a constant power supplying the system with its average power. In
practice, however, there is a need to slightly vary the powerto keep the SoC within suitable
boundaries.

Figure 4.18 shows the energy distributions for the working machine implemented by different
hybrid systems. The whole pie represents the energy consumption of the present working
machine. In the energy distributions, the energy consumption is divided into amounts of
energy consumed in traction, working hydraulics, auxiliary systems and idle running, as well
as in traction losses, electric losses and losses in the diesel engine.

Traction: 9%

Hydraulics: 6%

Auxiliary systems
and idling: 9%

Traction losses: 6%

Diesel engine
losses: 70%

(a) Original system with a 300 kW diesel engine.

Traction: 7%

Hydraulics: 4%

Auxiliary systems
and idling: 5%

Traction losses: 3%

Electric losses: <1%

Diesel engine
losses: 43%

Energy saving: 38%

(b) Parallel system with a 150 kW diesel engine.

Traction: 6%

Hydraulics: 4%

Auxiliary systems
and idling: 3%

Traction losses: <1%

Electric losses: 2% Diesel engine
losses: 29%

Energy
saving: 56%

(c) Parallel-series system with a 100 kW diesel engine.

Traction: 6%

Hydraulics: 4%

Auxiliary systems
and idling: 3%

Traction losses: < 1%

Electric losses: 2%
Diesel engine
losses: 26%

Energy saving: 58%

(d) Series system with a 100 kW diesel engine.

Fig. 4.18: Energy distributions for the working machine with different hybrid systems. The whole pie
represents the energy consumption of the present machine.

The energy distributions show that in the present working machine, only 15% of the energy
taken by the diesel engine is consumed in actual work, while auxiliary systems and idle
running use 9% and losses account for 70% of the energy. In theparallel hybrid system,
energy savings are brought by the energy recovery and recycling, and less energy intake is
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thereby required for the traction and the working hydraulics. The loss energy in the traction is
also reduced by the lock-up torque converter used in the system. Further, significant savings
in energy are achieved by the smaller diesel engine used in the system, as a result of which
less energy is required for auxiliary systems and idle running. In the parallel hybrid system,
the actual work accounts for 18% of the energy taken by the diesel engine.

In the parallel-series and series hybrid systems, the energy demand and loss energy in the
traction decrease even further as there is no torque converter in the system, and energy can
always be recovered in braking. The energy required in auxiliary systems and idle running is
reduced into one-third compared with the present system. Moreover, the diesel engine can be
made to operate with a far higher efficiency than in the present or parallel hybrid systems. In
the parallel-series hybrid system, 23% of the energy taken by the diesel engine is consumed
in actual work, while in the series hybrid system, actual work accounts for 24% of the energy
consumption. In the series hybrid system, the amount of electric losses is slightly higher
than in the parallel-series hybrid system; on the other hand, the diesel engine can be made to
operate with a higher efficiency in the series hybrid system,and thus, the system provides the
highest energy savings.

Finally, in many cases, the diesel engine of a working machine may run significant periods
at no load. Figure 4.19 shows the per unit fuel consumption ofparallel, parallel-series and
series hybrid machines compared with the consumption of theoriginal machine as a function
of no-load time. In all other cases than the series hybrid system, the diesel engine runs at no
load. The series hybrid is the more energy efficient, the morethere is no-load running in the
working machine work cycle. In addition, the more there is no-load operation, the smaller
the diesel engine must be if it is not stopped when the workingmachine runs at no load.
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Fig. 4.19: Fuel consumption of the working machine as a function of no-load time varying from 0% to
100%. The consumption of the original machine is 100% in each point. Eachsystem is simulated by
using three different diesel engine and energy storage power combinations. The combinations are the
same as above. In the figure, the power given next to the curve is the power of the energy storage.

4.4.2 Payback time

A hybrid working machine is more expensive than its traditional diesel-driven counterparts.
By simple investment calculations, it is possible to study the economic feasibility of the
hybridization process. The economic feasibility can be assessed for instance by the payback
time and net present value methods, which are applied to thiscase also. In the payback time
method, the time needed to amortize the hybridization investment is calculated. The payback
time in years with a certain interest rate is obtained by [113]

PB =
ln

(

SA
SA−Hk

)

ln (1 + k)
(4.3)

whereSA represents annual savings,H is the difference between prices andk is the rate of
interest. The most favourable investment is the one with theshortest payback time. In the
net present value method, the income is discounted to the investment date. The investment is
profitable if the net income is higher than the investment.

The net present value (NPV) can be determined by [114]
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NPV =

N
∑

i=1

SA

(1 + k)
i
, (4.4)

whereN is the investment lifetime.

The payback time of a hybrid working machine can be calculated when the annual fuel price
savings and the extra costs of different systems compared with the traditional solution are
known. The extra costs of a hybrid mobile machine are caused by the new components. The
following costs are used in the calculation; Table 4.10.

Table 4.10: Additional cost of components needed for a hybrid workingmachine.

Additional cost

Electrical machine[e/kg] 12

Inverter[e/kW] 40

The payback times are determined for parallel, parallel-series and series hybrid systems. The
systems apply commercially available energy storages listed in Table 4.6. Table 4.11 gives the
sizes of the diesel engine, the electrical machine or machines and the electric energy storage.
In the parallel hybrid and parallel-series hybrid system, the energy storage is a commercial
0.96 kWh supercapacitor, and in the series hybrid, a 36.4 kWh LiTi battery. The table also
lists the fuel savings in litres and euros when the machine annual operating time is 4000
hours with 40% no-load operation. At no load, the series hybrid genset is stopped if the
battery is full. The present working machine consumes 90000l/a. The extra costs caused
by the hybridization have been defined according to the following information: the payback
period is based on the component prices, and the diesel fuel price is 1e/l. The rate of interest
is 5%. The NPV of the investment is also calculated when the investment lifetime is 10 years.
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Table 4.11: Extra investment cost, fuel consumption, annual savings and NPV for different hybrid
systems.

Parallel
Parallel-
series

Series

Diesel engine [kW] 100 100 66

Electric machine [kW] 150 130 66

Energy storage [kWh] 0.96 0.96 36.4

Electric machine additional cost [ke] 6 14 21

Inverter additional cost [ke] 6 15 23

Energy storage additional cost [ke] 40 40 60

Additional cost [ke] 52 69 104

Fuel consumption compared to present
machine consumption [%]

56 49 39

Fuel saving
[

1000 l
a

]

39 46 55

Fuel saving [ke] 39 46 55

Payback time [a] 1.4 1.6 2

NPV [ke] 301 355 424

Based on the results obtained by the net present value method, the investment in a hybrid
working machine is economically profitable, as the present value of net profits is essentially
higher than the extra investment in a hybrid working machine[115]. Furthermore, the pay-
back time is short.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This doctoral thesis has introduced the subcomponent models required for the modelling of
a mobile hybrid working machine, and demonstrated the combination of these components
into a complete system model. In the work, efficiencies have been determined for the elec-
trical machines and inverters included in the model by applying an analytical algorithm in
the torque–rotational speed plane of the whole electrical machine. Further, by applying the
models, the study has focused on the hybridization of a mobile working machine and the
effects of the selection and dimensioning of the hybrid system on the fuel consumption of the
working machine.

5.1 Hybridization of a mobile working machine

The hybridization of a mobile working machine starts with the determination of the load
cycle of the working machine. In many cases, the load cycle ofa working machine has to be
determined during machine operation in the normal operating environment of the machine.
Alternatively, the load cycle can be simulated if there is a virtual simulation model available
of the working machine. When the load cycle has been determined, the cycle is analysed and
the amounts of energy consumed in different work functions and motions are determined.
Finally, the options for energy recovery in different functions are investigated.

When the work cycle has been analysed, the hybrid system is chosen and dimensioned, the
fuel consumption of the working machine is determined by simulations, and the payback
time is calculated. The process is iterative, and therefore, it may be necessary to repeat the
selection and dimensioning process in order to reach the desired results with respect to the
payback time and changes required in the system.
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5.2 Determining the fuel consumption by simulations

The fuel consumption of a working machine has been simulatedby three alternative hybrid
solutions and with three different combinations of diesel engine power and electric energy
storage power. Based on the simulations, it can be observed that in addition to the hybrid
system choice, the component dimensioning and the electricenergy storage maximum power
in particular affect the fuel consumption. By using a high-power electric energy storage with a
sufficient energy capacity, a significantly smaller diesel engine can be selected. Such a diesel
engine can then operate in a good efficiency area, and its no-load power is small. A large
energy storage also enables slow power transitions for the diesel engine thereby improving its
energy efficiency further. The transient fuel consumption of the diesel engine is considerably
higher than in the steady state.

The influence of the power and capacity of the energy storage has been studied with a special
reference to series hybrids. The energy capacity of the storage seems to be less important
than the power capacity. However, the energy capacity of supercapacitors seems not large
enough in this case.

Because of the large transient consumption of the diesel engine, the series hybrid system with
a sufficient energy storage provides significant fuel consumption savings. The diesel engine
not only operates in a high efficiency range but may also operate at a fairly constant power.

It is challenging to determine accurately enough all the parameters of the hybrid system
components, that is, the efficiency maps of different machines. One of the reasons for this
is that the commercial component manufacturers do not usually provide a designer with the
required parameters. In a hybrid working machine, for instance the electrical machines almost
never operate in a steady state, but the operating range is considerably larger than in industrial
applications. This means that the electrical machine efficiency must be known in all possible
operating points, and knowing the efficiency in a few points only is far from enough.

Similarly, the diesel engine efficiency maps have to be knownboth in the steady-state opera-
tion and during transients. Neither the static nor dynamic efficiency maps are easily available
from manufacturers, and therefore, these maps should oftenbe measured and generated by
the machine builder. The transient fuel consumption is especially important, because ignoring
this results in far too positive results, especially in parallel hybrid system simulations.

Regrettably, this study lacks extensive verification results. Verification results have not been
provided, because it was by no means possible to build suitable 60-ton machine prototypes
for measurements at the university. However, the electrical machine models used in the study
were verified by laboratory measurements, and the calculated efficiency map correlated well
with the measurement results. The methods used in the modelling, such as in the modelling
of the diesel transient consumption, are based on measurements reported for example in [97],
and therefore, the results should be considered at least indicative. The fuel consumptions of
different systems can also well be compared with each other,even though the absolute levels
are not fully correct.
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5.3 Suggestions for future work

The accuracy of the modelling can always be improved. For example, the permanent magnet
traction motors should be modelled taking cross-saturation into account as these motors are
often used at high overloads. The results should be verified by using a prototype machine.
The series hybrid traction motor control should minimize the motor current, and it would
be advisable to evaluate how well commercial converters arecapable of optimal control of
motors.

Embedding the simulation models of hybrid working machinesin a real-time simulator pro-
vides fascinating research opportunities. The real-time combined model could enable virtual
testing of the performance of a hybrid working machine for instance in the case of underdi-
mensioned components. In this doctoral thesis, the dimensioning has been carried out so that
the system can always react as efficiently as the traditionalmachine. A real-time simulator
should show whether the impact of underdimensioned components is significant or not.

The upper-level control of a hybrid system has a significant impact on the fuel economy.
Optimizing the upper-level control is a challenging task and worth further research. More-
over, the diesel engine modelling accuracy should be improved to allow the estimation of the
emissions.
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